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II II 
PresencePresence of the King 

Too the eye, the cult of King Chulalongkorn is most manifest 
throughh the innumerable quantity of King Chulalongkorn portraits. 
Thee king's portraits are found all over the country, but in particular 
inn urban areas. Wherever one goes - offices, restaurants, shops, 
privatee homes, temples, spirit shrines, railway stations, or other 
publicc buildings - there is always an image of the king, and gener-
allyy as a portrait or statuette. 

Althoughh King Chulalongkorn died ninety years ago, travel-
lingg incognito as in the sadet praphat ton narrative would be out of 
thee question at present. He soon would be recognised, as so many 
Thaii  own his portrait. Portraits may be obtained, for instance, at one 
off  the many * portrait shops' selling (framed) copies of photographs 
andd paintings of historical kings, members of the present royal fam-
ily ,, and famous monks. In the city of Chiang Mai I counted twenty 
off  such 'portrait shops,' and even in the smallest provincial town 
theree is at least one of these shops. In portrait shops portraits of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn are more abundant than those of any king or 
monk.. Furthermore, a wide range of objects such as clocks, neck-
laces,, coffee pots, key rings, stickers, embroidery patterns, and even 
jigsawss bearing the image of the king are offered as well (see fig-
uress 7 and 8). King Chulalongkorn objects are found at markets, in 
bookstores,, department stores, fancy fairs, temple shops and amulet 
markets.. But they are also available through the many door-to-door 
statuettee vendors, from children selling home-made King Chu-
lalongkornn stickers in restaurants, and in mail-order catalogues. In 
addition,, semi-governmental organisations such as banks and the 
armyy regularly issue 'King Chulalongkorn images' in a variety of 
forms.. These are generally issued as a new series of King Chu-
lalongkornn commemorative coins or statuettes that may be either for 
salee or distributed for free at a special event. One may wonder 
whetherr the scale of production of the portraits reflects a general 
desiree for them. Do most portraits find an owner? To give a first 
impressionn of the sphere of desire, production, and purchase, I wil l 
startt this chapter by sketching one of the many King Chulalongkorn 
portraitt owners I met during my research. 
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BunBun 's King Chulalongkorn portraits 
Bunn is the owner  of a well-known flower  shop in Chiang 
Mai.. His small shop - which he runs with his sister  - is fa-
mouss for  the quality of its flowers as well as for  the flower 
decorationss and garlands. Chiang Mai' s top elite order  their 
flowerss from Bun, particularl y for  occasions which carry a 
formal,, 'national'  character, such as a visit of the queen to 
Chiangg Mai or  Chulalongkorn Day.2 Bun himself is strongly 
devotedd to King Chulalongkorn. This, for  one part, is ex-
pressedd in the altogether  eight portrait s of the king decorat-
ingg both the shop and the private upper  floor. Most portrait s 
weree gifts presented on occasions such as the opening of the 
presentt  shop, Bun's birthday, or  New Year. Furthermore, 
Bunn owns a King Chulalongkorn portrai t book, titled: Pra-
muanmuan Phraboromchai Lakson/Best of the Best. The Great 
CollectionCollection of King Rama V? 

Bun'ss most precious King Chulalongkorn portrai t is 
nott  on display: it is an original Fifth Reign coin, which he 
alwayss carries on his body under  his clothes. An aunt had 
givenn him the coin around 1990. Since then, Bun has made 
greatt  effort to make the coin into a precious medallion {lok-
het)het)44 The coin is encased in elaborately worked gold. Also 
itss chain is made of heavy gold. A small ruby decorates the 
medallion'ss top, two rows of small diamonds (brought from 
Belgium)) are set along the left side, and an emerald below. 
Thee process of embellishing the medallion is executed bit by 
bit.. Every time Bun has some money, or  comes across a nice 
stone,, additions are made to his own design.5 In its present 

Uponn arrival the queen wil l receive a garland (phuangmalai) from everybody 
awaitingg her. 
22 King Chulalongkorn is commemorated on October 23 (Chulalongkorn Day) 
withh the presentation of wreaths (phuangmala) (see Chapter III) . 
33 Apart from the title, the book contains no further English text. To my interpreta-
tion,, the regular appearance of some English text on King Chulalongkorn objects 
reflectss the association of the king with modernity. 
44 From the English 'locket.' As any Thai noun, lokhet denotes both the singular 
andd the plural. See below for the significance of the lokhet (especially with King 
Chulalongkornn images) for modern women. 
55 The manner in which Bun beautifies the lokhet strongly reminded me of the way 
hee beautifies himself. When I got to know Bun he had just had his third facial 
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statee (1997) the lokhet would cost about 100.000 baht. But 
Bun,, of course, has no intention to sell this unique lokhet at 
all. . 

Bunn owns several other King Chulalongkorn coins 
andd medallions. These objects were, however, newly pro-
ducedd on the occasion of commemorative events or for 
charities.. Occasionally, he buys such items from organisa-
tionss or vendors. In 1996 Bun had purchased ten such me-
dallionss at prices between 1.000 and 2.000 baht. Four of the 
medallionss he has kept for himself, the other six were gifts. 
Thus,, Bun owns a wide array of King Chulalongkorn por-
traitss and objects. His desire for portraits, however, seems to 
bee never entirely satisfied. Once he told me that there is one 
particularr King Chulalongkorn portrait that he really would 
likee to add to his collection: a good photograph of the eques-
triann statue. For, as Bun explained to me, there is a funda-
mentall  difference between the statue and other portraits. The 
equestriann statue is a portrait of the king asphraphutta chao 
luang,luang,66 while the other portraits depict him as sadet pho 
(royall  father). The equestrian statue is the 'highest' portrait 
off  King Chulalongkorn because it was erected on the occa-
sionn of his fortieth year on the throne (see also below): no 
otherr king in Thai history ever had ruled that long. This por-
traitt therefore depicts King Chulalongkorn at the high point 
off  his import and power. 

Bun'ss case touches upon many subjects which feature in this chap-
terr on portraits: the many ways in which people come to own a va-
rietyy of portraits; King Chulalongkorn portraits as a gift; the desire 
too own one or more very special and personal portraits; the occa-
sionss on which King Chulalongkorn objects are produced and dis-
tributed,, including the elements of charity and fund raising; the 

plasticc surgery (costs 50.000 baht). Just as with the coin, every time a small 
beautificationn is added, while the project as a whole is never finished. 
66 Phra phuttha chao luang is another title to address King Chulalongkorn or to 
speakk about him. The title, which literally means 'Royal Buddha' demonstrates 
thee idea of a Buddhist King as a future Buddha. Although every Thai/Siamese 
kingg is a phra phuttha chao luang (cf. Skrobanek 1976:23), at present the title 
specificallyy refers to King Chulalongkorn. 
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speciall  meaning of the equestrian statue among the portrait s of the 
king. . 

Thee profusion of King Chulalongkorn portrait s raises a 
questionn regarding the needs they satisfy. Why do so many Thai 
possesss King Chulalongkorn portraits? Leaving aside for  the mo-
mentt  the scale and influence of production and other  commercial 
aspectss of the 'Kin g Chulalongkorn portrai t trade' (which wil l be 
dealtt  with more specifically below), I wil l first  attempt to provide 
insightt  into the meaning King Chulalongkorn images carry for  those 
whoo possess them. The terms 'portrait '  and 'image' wil l be used 
interchangeablyy when referrin g to depictions of the king in the form 
off  painted portraits, statuettes, photographs, bank notes, postage 
stamps,, coins, sculptures, and so forth. 

Itt  is the objective of this chapter  to highlight the role of King 
Chulalongkornn portrait s in the cult. However, as the material pre-
sentedd in this chapter  wil l show, the role and meaning of pictorial 
portrait ss can be understood only in the context of the narrated por-
traits,, thus of the myth of King Chulalongkorn as the Great Beloved 
King.. The intrinsi c connection between pictorial portrait s and nar-
ratedd portrait s wil l therefore be one of the major  themes of this 
chapter.. As we wil l see, such connections also exist on the individ -
uall  level where they offer  a key for  understanding the individual' s 
desiree for  portraits. 

BuddhistBuddhist kings and their images 

Myy discussion of the significance of King Chulalongkorn portrait s 
inn the development of the cult takes as a starting point the recogni-
tionn that it is far  from self-evident that such portrait s exist, let alone 
soo many of them. For  a long time, Siam had no traditio n of portrai -
turee of kings, alive or  deceased, in the sense of a true-to-lif e depic-
tionn of their  features. During the first  millennium Indian traders and 
missionariess settling in Siam and Cambodia, introduced Hinduism, 
Brahmanismm and Buddhism to the area. Early in the thirteenth cen-
tury ,, when the heydays of the Khmer empire were over, the Sia-
mesee court established intensive religious contacts with (Theravada 
Buddhist)) Sri Lanka and made Siam a centre of Theravada Bud-
dhismm (Wales 1992 [1931]: 12-15). Since then statues representing 
Siamesee kings were made in the form of Buddha statues, but differ-
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entt from other Buddha statues, these statues were adorned with 
royall  crown, attire and regalia. The statues were often life-size, or, 
moree precisely, made to the actual size of the king's body (Apinan 
1992bl:336).. This coinciding of Buddha and king fits the Theravada 
Buddhistt concept of kingship that kings are future Buddha's (Bo-
dhisattva's).. Also the early Chakri kings had such images made, 
dedicatedd to themselves or to their ancestors, as objects of homage 
forr the general public. In addition to these public images, other di-
vinee figures symbolising kings were made after the end of each 
reign.. These images were solely objects of worship for members of 
thee royal household (ibid.), combining deification with ancestor 
worshipp (cf. Wales 1992:169). 

Portraituree of royal persons started not earlier than during 
thee reign of King Mongkut or Rama IV (r. 1851-1868), the father of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn. According to both Apinan and Wales, portrai-
turee of persons earlier was considered harmful to the person de-
pictedd because of possible misuse in black magic (Apinan 
1992bl:336;; Wales 1992:173). Wales adds that in the mid-
nineteenthh century this idea was 'officially discountenanced' (ibid.) 
Duringg the fourth reign the intensified diplomatic relations between 
Siamm and the West also led to an intensification of contacts between 
thee Siamese court and Western courts. In Europe, the exchange of 
portraitss and photographs of kings, queens, royal families and im-
portantt statesmen between the courts and governments was a dip-
lomaticc means in establishing foreign relations. Consequently, 
manyy portraits of European monarchs arrived at the court of Siam 
andd were displayed there. This display should not be understood in 
termss of worship, as was the case with the Buddha images repre-
sentingg Siamese kings, but as a sign of respect (Apinan 1992bl:339, 
344). . 

Ass a consequence of the — inescapable - diplomatic relations 
withh the West (see the Introduction), King Mongkut decided to have 
himselff  photographed in order to be able to send gifts in return. The 
significancee of this decision should not be underestimated. It meant 
aa radical break with the magical fears around portraiture and, as Ap-
inann rightfully observes, shows the impact of Western thought on 
thee king (Apinan 1992bl:339). King Mongkut was the first Siamese 
kingg to break the fear of portraiture by having himself portrayed 
severall  times. But King Chulalongkorn, from the early beginning of 
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hiss reign onward, had himself portrayed abundantly and in all tech-
niquess available. 

TheThe king's merit and grace 

II  wil l start my investigation of the role of portraits in the King Chu-
lalongkornn cult with an analysis of Thai concepts of the power and 
supernaturall  qualities of Buddhist Kings, which still are, or even 
increasinglyy have become, part of popular imaginations about king-
ship.. In the course of Chapter I the contours of King Chulalongkorn 
ass a 'righteous ruler' have already become visible. The king's inten-
tionss and deeds as they appear in the narrated portraits testify that 
Kingg Chulalongkorn ruled in accordance with the 'Ten Kingly Vir-
tues.'' The importance attributed to the adherence of kings to the 
'Tenn Kingly Virtues' is the first clue to the Thai conception of king-
shipp and its fundamentally religious nature. In this conception ad-
herencee to the 'Ten Kingly Virtues' is inseparable from possessing 
barbar ami (grace, virtue), a 'charismatic power' with auspicious quali-
ties.77 Equally important is the idea of a king being a man who has 
accumulatedd so much merit (bun) in his previous lives, that he is 
rebornn to become a king. Merit and reincarnation are central con-
ceptss in Theravada Buddhism. It is a person's karma (ham) that de-
terminess one's rebirth. According to the 'law of karma' every action 
generatess a consequence. Actions in accordance with Buddhist 
moralss wil l produce merit and contribute to good karma. The more 
meritt is accumulated the better one's karma, and, accordingly, one's 
rebirth.. Morally contemptible deeds, on the other hand, wil l result 
inn demerit (bap), which in its turn causes bad karma and an un-
pleasantt rebirth (cf. Akin 1969:11-12; Spiro 1982:67). As the king 
standss at the apex of Thai society, he is perceived as the person with 
thee greatest reservoir of accumulated merit (Akin 1969:47; Keyes 
1977:288).8 8 

77 Strictly speaking, barami refers to the 'Ten Perfections' (thotsabarami), the ten 
highestt forms of Buddhist practice, which do not entirely parallel the 'Ten Kingly 
Virtues'' (thotsaphiratchatham, see Chapter I). See the Photchananukrom Phut-
thasatthasatyy chabap pramuanthamlDictionary of Buddhism, 1994:284-286. However, 
inn the popular conception the 'Ten Kingly Virtues' are called 'barami.' 
88 Charnvit quotes from one of the four chronicles on King Uthong, the founder of 
Ayutthayaa (r.1351-1369): 'When he arrived in the Ayudhya area "people saw that 
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Forr the Thai people the 'merit and grace' or bun bar ami of 
thee king are important matters as they believe them to influence the 
coursee that society might take as well as their individual well-being. 
Itt is generally accepted that when the kingdom is ruled by a virtuous 
king,, his bun barami makes that the kingdom prospers and its in-
habitantss live in happiness and peace. However, although bun and 
baramibarami overlap, they are not exactly the same, and therefore work 
or,, maybe better, are experienced differently. The idea that the merit 
off  a king works for the good of all is based on the belief that merit 
cann be shared with and transferred to.9 Monks transfer a share of 
theirr accumulated merit to the laity in public ceremonies or in cer-
tainn rituals. Laymen transfer or share merit particularly with de-
ceasedd relatives or ancestors (Terwiel 1994:101-102). The extra 
meritt the deceased person may receive in the interval between his 
deathh and rebirth through the merit-making ceremony organised by 
hiss relatives may contribute to a better rebirth (Spiro 1982:124-
125).. A king is believed to have accumulated so much merit that 
throughh his compassion the merit can be shared and transferred with 
anybodyy connected with the king (Keyes 1977:287-289).10 Obvi-
ously,, a king is connected with all his subjects and that explains the 
immediatee beneficial effect a king's merit is believed to exert on his 
kingdomm and its people. This belief also implies, however, that dis-
asterr or misfortune can be understood as a weakening of the king's 
meritt and its meritorious effect. Kings therefore are required to con-
tinuee to make merit. In particular this takes the form of almsgiving 
too the Sangha and the construction of Buddhist monuments (i.e. 
Buddhaa statues, stupas and temples), especially in times of crisis. 
Akinn recalls the actions taken by King Rama III , when in 1849, 
Siamm was hit by a serious cholera epidemic: 

(...)) King Rama III took a vow to keep the precepts and 
spentt a great deal of money on buying animals and setting 
themm free. He also told the people to make merit and set free 

hee was aphumibun [a man with merit]: they then assembled and agreed to have 
himm as their king."' (Charnvit 1976:61). 
99 This idea is in contradiction with the law of karma, but this contradiction gener-
allyy is not resolved (Obeyesekere 1963:22-26; Spiro 1982:125). 
100 For the sharing of merit by individuals with an extraordinary amount of merit 
seee also Keyes on Khru Ba Sri Wichai, a Northern Thai monk (1982:149-180). 
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imprisonedd animals in the belief that through the acts of 
makingg merit the epidemic would subside (1969:46). 

Inn this context it is not difficult to understand why the meritorious 
conductt of Thailand's present monarch is considered to be of ut-
mostt importance. King Bhumibol is, so to speak, 'obliged' to en-
gagee in continuous merit-making to counterbalance all kinds of 
misfortunee and crises hitting the kingdom. Through his observance 
off  the 'Ten Kingly Virtues,' which by definition implies meritorious 
conduct,, King Bhumibol accumulates merit. The case of King Chu-
lalongkorn,, however, concerns a deceased monarch. The king is be-
lievedd to have been reborn in one of the heavenly abodes as a divine 
being,, a guardian angel (thep, thewada or deva). Through his com-
passionn he still cares for the well-being of his kingdom and its in-
habitantss (see also below). And although this again leads to further 
accumulationn of merit, which contributes to both King Chulalong-
korn'ss personal salvation11 and the welfare of the Thai Nation, the 
emphasiss in the cult is placed on the beneficent effect of the king's 
barami.barami. Different from merit, where the auspicious effect is unpre-
dictable,122 the effect of the king's barami is direct and can be ex-
periencedd particularly in his immediate proximity. The popular use 
off  the word barami thus also refers to those effects of the king's ob-

Salvationn in the Buddhist sense means reaching nirvana (nipphan), that is, the 
endd of suffering. Gananath Obeyesekere, in his account of the relationship be-
tweenn man and deity, does not mention merit transfer through a deity's compas-
sion.. According to Obeyesekere man and deity are linked through merit transfer 
'inn a complex ethic of mutual self-interest (...).' The worshipper transfers merit 
too the deity - who is perceived as a potential Buddha - and by doing so enhances 
thee god's 'salvation prospects.' The deity 'in turn may reciprocate by assisting the 
worshipperr to achieve his immediate mundane objectives' (1968:26). The differ-
encee probably lays herein that compassion is a pivotal Buddhist virtue, while 
Obeyesekeree actually refers to Hindu or Brahman concepts of divinity. 
122 Of course, it is actually karma that causes effect, and not merit as such. With 
regardd to the unpredictability of the working of merit/karma, Obeyesekere speaks 
off  'psychological indeterminancy.' 'The past determines the present which (com-
binedd with the past) determines the future' (1968:21). The problem is that one 
cannott know how the present existence wil l influence the future, or how the past 
influencess the present. A Buddhist has no knowledge of his past karma - his sins 
[bap][bap]  and good deeds [bun] - which implies that anything good or bad may hap-
penn suddenly (ibid.). This equally applies to the working of karma/merit of kings. 
Akinn quotes from the annals describing the death of King Taksin: 'When the bun 
off  Chao Taksin expired and he died, his age was 48 years' (1969:12). 
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servancee of the 'Ten Kingly Virtues' which may be experienced 
personallyy (cf. note 7). One could translate barami in its popular 
conceptionn as 'grace,' since it is considered to be a perceivable as-
pectt of majesty. As we wil l see this same barami may also be ex-
periencedd to be emanating from King Chulalongkorn's portraits. 
Forr the objective of this chapter, seeking an answer to the question 
whyy Thai people desire to own portraits of King Chulalongkorn, I 
wil ll  discuss the working of barami and its beneficent effects in 
moree detail.13 

TheThe equestrian statue 

Kingg Chulalongkorn's most significant and impressive portrait is 
thee equestrian statue at the Royal Plaza. To understand the specific 
positionn of the statue in the King Chulalongkorn cult and the role of 
barami,barami, the narrative of its creation must be considered. This wil l 
directlyy involve the writings of Prince Damrong once more. 

Inn the letter of October 23, 1912, added to the sadetpraphat 
tonton diary of 1904 (see Chapter I), Prince Damrong writes: 

(...)) knowing the story of this statue makes one understand 
thatt the statue belongs to the people of Siam, irrespective of 
class,, ranks or place (...). It was a joint effort in which eve-
ryonee shared the same feeling. More then 1.000.000 Baht 
wass collected - five times more than the amount needed to 
erectt the statue (...). Many, many people, from everywhere, 
showedd their love and loyalty towards the King (Damrong 
19766 [1912]:35, translation IS). 

Thee equestrian statue was erected in 1908 to celebrate the fortieth 
anniversaryy of the king's accession to the throne.14 The unveiling of 
thee statue on November 11, 1908 was the high point of the celebra-
tionss and still lives on in social memory through well-known photo-

Inn Chapter V I wil l return to the importance of bun barami when discussing the 
venerationn for King Bhumibol. I have included the veneration for Thailand's pre-
sentt monarch in this study, because it forms part of the background from which 
thee King Chulalongkorn cult can be understood. 
144 With the remainder of the funds collected King Vaijaravudh later established 
Chulalongkornn University. 
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graphs.. The series of commemorative stamps issued that day, fea-
turingg an engraving of the statue, has not only become a valued col-
lectorss item,15 but depictions of the stamp on new stamps, posters, 
orr on the cover of stamp albums, are part of the usual repertoire of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn objects (see figure 9). 

Thee account of the erection of the equestrian statue by the 
peoplee of Siam, and how everyone, regardless birth or background, 
liberallyy contributed, is widely known through the popular sadet 
praphatpraphat ton diary of Prince Damrong, and is also inscribed on a 
plaquee on the base of the statue itself. Books on King Chulalong-
kornn typically feature a photograph of the statue - either a recent 
picturee or one of the photographs taken during its unveiling - and a 
shortt account on how the funds were collected. Prince Damrong's 
quotee or the text of the plaque is also commonly included. The es-
sencee of the statue narrative is that it is a present from the Thai peo-
plee to their king, with the size of the funds collected indicating the 
dimensionss of their love. 

Significantly,, the inscription on the plaque is the first text 
thatt refers to the king aspiya maharat or 'the Beloved Great King' 
off  the people. I have not found any direct account of Prince Dam-
rongg himself on this matter, but the idea is commonly accepted that 
thee epithet originated from the mind of the prince himself. 6 As the 
princee was also one of the members of the central committee 
chargedd with organising the jubilee (as was Crown Prince Vajira-
vudh),, it is not implausible to attribute the plaque inscription to him. 
Thee idea to erect an equestrian statue, however, came from the king 
himself.. Prince Damrong writes that after the king's departure to 
Europee the committee was left with the task to come up with an ap-
propriatee plan for the jubilee, and that there was no time to lose. 
Thenn they received a message from the king from France in which 
hee expressed his appreciation for the equestrian statue of Le Roi 
Soleill  (Louis XIV) in Versailles. The equestrian statue stands on the 
squaree in front of Versailles Palace, at the end of the long avenue 
leadingg to the palace. Also in Bangkok a square (Suan Amphon, the 
Royall  Plaza) was situated between the end of Ratchadamnok Ave-

155 1997 Catalogue price: 90.000 baht (US$ 2.500) for the whole series of seven in 
mintt condition. 
166 See for instance Phaladisai 1994: 25 and Phraratchaprawat lae Phithi Buang-
suangsuang Phrabatsomdet Phrachulachomklaochaoyuhua [History and Offering 
Ceremony:: King Chulalongkorn]. Bangkok: MPE, 1994. 
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nuee [modelled after the Champs Elysée, completed in 1907 (cf. Ap-
inann 1992a: 15)] and the planned Anantha Samakhom Throne Hall 
[aa mixture of St. Peter's and St. Paul's cathedrals (cf. ibid.)]. It 
wouldd be very appropriate to continue the European style by erect-
ingg an equestrian statue on the Royal Plaza.17 

Thee suggestion of the king to have an equestrian statue made 
forr the occasion probably did not come totally unexpected as it was 
knownn that already in 1897 - on his first journey to Europe - the 
kingg had shown to be impressed by the equestrian monuments of 
Kingg George II I at Windsor, Emperor Marcus Aurelius in Rome, 
andd Bartolomeo Colleoni in Venice. As the craftsmanship for the 
requiredd sculpture and casting was not available in Siam, the order 
wass placed in Paris, where the king posed for Georges Saulo, a re-
nownedd French sculptor of that time (Apinan 1992a: 15-16). The 
moneyy needed was collected through the sale of occasional stamps 
featuringg a preliminary drawing of the statue. 

Thee idea for collecting donations at large was possibly in-
spiredd by the construction of the Albert Memorial in London, which 
wass financed by donations from the British populace. More con-
temporaryy rulers are known to have financed their monument by 
donationss or at least to have attempted to do so. Certainly, a monu-
mentt erected after a successful campaign for funds may serve to 
givee testimony of the legitimacy of the ruler. In the Thai case it 
madee the creation of the statue an act of formalising and formulat-
ingg the love of 'the people' for their king. Unlike the Albert Memo-
rial,rial, which in the 1990s even narrowly escaped destruction, the 
equestriann statue has increased in significance throughout the years. 
Butt why and for whom exactly? As wil l be seen below, for wor-
shipperss of King Chulalongkorn the equestrian statue gives testi-
monyy to the unique and intensive relationship between the king and 
hiss subjects, of which the 'creation narrative' is but another recon-
firmation. firmation. 

Thee importance of the equestrian statue as a focus for popu-
larr sentiments for King Chulalongkorn became apparent in the late 
1980s.. In that period an increasing number of people came to wor-
shipp the king at the statue on Tuesdays. Tuesday is an important day 
inn the cult. King Chulalongkorn was born on a Tuesday and many 

Seee Phaladisai, p.26. Phaladisai quotes Damrong without mentioning the place 
off  the passage. 
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believee that every Tuesday night, at 10 PM, the spirit of the king 
descendss from heaven to enter  the statue. In September  1992 the 
famouss movie star  Bin Banlerut sparked further  interest in the cult 
byy publicly declaring (both in the Thai Rath, Thailand's most popu-
larr  newspaper, and on television) that he had survived a terribl e car 
accidentt  thanks to the protective power  of the original King Chu-
lalongkornn coin (riari),  that he wore as an amulet. After  Bin's decla-
rationn the number  of people worshipping the king at the statue 
increasedd drastically, while - as my own research indicates (see be-
low)) - elsewhere in the country other  centres of King Chulalong-
koraa worship arose. During my research thousands of people were 
comingg to the statue every week - particularl y on Tuesday eve-
nings,, but Thursday and Saturdays evenings have been added in the 
meantime188 - to pay their  respects to the king. They present him of-
feringss (as described in the Introduction ) and ask him for  spiritual 
supportt  in all kinds of worldly problems, as wil l be seen below. 

AA cult of portraits 

Forr  an understanding of the omnipresence of the king's portrait s 
anotherr  important aspect of the cult needs to be introduced. People 
explainedd their  worship of King Chulalongkorn, almost without ex-
ception,, as stemming from a need for  a thi phung (a patron), or  a thi 
phungphung thang chai (a mental patron). Sometimes the expressions yut 
nieonieo (a belief one can stick to) or  lak nieo (a principl e or  a basis one 
cann stick to) were used. These expressions indicate a need for 
someonee who can always be turned to or  relied upon. The colloquial 
formss to address the king in prayers or  when speaking about the 
kingg - sadet pho (royal father), sadet pu (royal grandfather), phra 
piyapiya (beloved highness) or  pho piya (beloved father) - demonstrate 
howw worshippers perceive and experience their  relation with the 
kingg in terms of an intimate father-child relationship. Such percep-
tions,, of course, are elaborations of the image of King Chulalong-
kornn as an accessible, fatherly ruler  (the ideal Buddhist king), as 
depictedd by Prince Damrong and others. 

188 For the events taking place on Thursday evenings, see Chapter IV. Saturday 
hass no particular meaning in the cult. Probably, the convenience of the weekend 
hourss just fits urban lifestyle. 
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Thee interpretation of King Chulalongkorn as a faithful fa-
therlyy figure explains in part why people long to be physically close 
too him. In the narrated portraits of Chapter I this longing is ex-
pressedd in the recurring theme of the immediate presence and ap-
proachabilityy of the king among his subjects during his life. The 
abundancee of portraits may be regarded as the material expression 
off  the same longing for his presence. It is difficult to find a single 
worshipperr of the king who does not own at least one King Chu-
lalongkornn portrait. Among all the portraits, though, the equestrian 
statuee is singular in the power of the meanings it carries. This is be-
causee the idea of the king's spirit descending from heaven into the 
statuee makes the statue, at least on Tuesdays at 10 PM, indistin-
guishablee from the king. And, the statue is not only embedded in 
sociall  memory as 'a gift from the people' and regarded as belonging 
too the people, but also the square where it is situated has become a 
placee of the people.19 These more or less explicit ideas about the 
statuee are important in understanding why, in terms of barami, the 
statuee is considered to be extra powerful, and why people make an 
effortt to come to the statue to worship the king. For them King Chu-
lalongkorn'ss barami emanates directly from the statue, radiating 
equallyy to everyone, leaving an immediate and lasting positive ef-
fect. . 

Nearlyy everyone coming to the statue brings along one or 
moree King Chulalongkorn images. The portraits are placed amidst 
eachh person's offerings and become (re)charged with the king's 
charismaticc power.20 In this way the statue's barami with its protec-
tivee and auspicious qualities can be taken home or, in the case of 
coinss and amulets, carried on person. Nithi rightfully compares this 
processs of transfer of the king's charismatic power into the objects 
att the square with the sacralisation of objects (pluk sek) taking place 
inn consecration ceremonies (phithi pluk sek, phutthaphisek) at tem-
pless (1993:27). Also in such ceremonies people bring their images 
(whetherr these be Buddhist amulets, statuettes of monks or portraits 
off  Thai kings) to have them sacralised and charged with beneficial 
power.. The fundamental difference, though, is that in the King Chu-

Indicativee for the importance of the statue is the fact that most people do not 
usee the square's official name (Suan Amphori) but refer to the square as Ian 
borommarupborommarup songma, 'Equestrian Statue Square.' 
200 The grass vendor (see the Introduction) also rents out altar tables and mats. But 
mostt people bring these items themselves. 
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lalongkornn cult people do not depend on expert intermediaries, such 
ass monks (ibid.). In a phutthaphisek ceremony objects are sacralised 
throughh beneficial power, which is generated by monks chanting 
Palii  formulae (Jchatha) for  several hours. The objects, which are 
placedd close to the temple's main Buddha statue, are connected with 
thee monks and the Buddha statue through a white cotton thread (sai 
sin).sin). The power  generated is distributed to the objects through the 
saisai sin as were it a kind of electricity. To speak with Tambiah, the 
processs can be understood as a 'sedimentation of power' (1988 
[1984]:208,, 339).21 

Thee storage of the objects in the direct vicinit y of the Bud-
dhaa statue - the huge piles of bags, boxes, statues, and portrait s to 
undergoo the ceremony make the most sacred place of the temple 
(thee bot) look more like a religious warehouse at such occasions -
indicatess an analogy with the conception of the equestrian statue in 
thee King Chulalongkorn cult. Also Buddha statues contain benefi-
ciall  power. As this in fact is contradictory with Theravada Buddhist 
teachingss - as the Buddha reached nirvana, his karma has ended and 
thereforee cannot cause any effects anymore - such statues by some 
aree thought to derive their  power  not from the Buddha himself, but 
fromfrom  the guardian angel (thewada) protecting and empowering that 
particularr  statue (cf. Akin 1969:11). This explanation exactly ap-
pliess to the power  of the equestrian statue: as a thewada King Chu-
lalongkorn'ss spirit protects and empowers his own statue. 

Inn the phutthaphisek ceremony the sai sin thus not only 
transferss beneficial power  generated by the monks, but also the 
powerr  from the Buddha statue.22 Significantly, at the equestrian 
statuee neither  sai sin nor  monks are needed to consecrate the ob-
jects,, the physical vicinit y of the statue is sufficient. People are en-
tirel yy in the position of doing this on their  own, without the need for 
aa collective ceremony. Leaflets, booklets and tapes providing the 
requiredd knowledge about offerings, rituals and magic formulae 
(khatha),(khatha), are widely available. Nithi points to the role of such tamra 
(literall yy textbooks or  manuals) in enabling individual worshippers 
too establish a direct contact with the king. Consequently, he argues, 
peoplee can do as well without spirit mediums, the usual expert in-

211 For more elaborate and detailed descriptions of phutthaphisek ceremonies see 
Terwiell  1975: 79-80 and Tambiah 1988:248-254. 

Seee Chapter III for a specific account of a phutthaphisek ceremony organised in 
thee context of the King Chulalongkorn cult. 
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termediariess in cults. Clearly, a significant dimension of the King 
Chulalongkoraa cult is the fact that direct access to the divine is open 
too all and is not controlled by an esoteric inner circle. Therefore, 
concludess Nithi, the King Chulalongkora cult is the first cult that 
**  belongs to the mass' (pen khong muanchori), contesting official 
Buddhismm as well as the numerous other non-Buddhist cults preva-
lentt in Thai society (1993:27). A thorough analysis of Nithi's con-
clusionn actually requires a more detailed study of the dynamics 
takingg place in the cult itself as well as on how the King Chulalong-
koraa cult is embedded in Thai popular religiosity. These matters 
wil ll  be investigated in the Chapters III and IV. For the objective of 
thiss chapter, understanding the role of portraits in the cult, the ob-
servationn that any individual personally can establish a direct link 
withh the king is important. 

Theree is no doubt about the special meaning of the eques-
triann statue and its importance as a source of barami. Yet, for peo-
plee who lack the time or live far away, the king's barami also may 
bee experienced through any of his portraits. Opinions on this matter 
differr widely, but without resulting in any conflict or schism. I 
spokee with people who bought a King Chulalongkora image at the 
squaree and return it regularly to the square, but also had it conse-
cratedd in a temple ceremony elsewhere. I also spoke with people 
whoo never had their King Chulalongkorn portraits consecrated in 
anyy way, but were convinced of the strength of their auspicious 
powerr only because of the king's effigy. But wherever people ob-
tainedd their King Chulalongkorn objects, and whether they had 
themm sacralised at the statue, in local temple ceremonies, in spirit 
mediumm sessions, or not at all, the general opinion was that only the 
individual'ss attachment to the object and his personal intentions 
reallyy mattered. However, the latter implies that a portrait's benefi-
centt powers wil l only work for those who behave morally and work 
hard,, as the king desires.23 

Thee need to be as close to the king as possible stems from 
thee feeling that in this way a more direct appeal can be made upon 
thee king and his barami for support in individual matters. A portrait 
openss up, or increases, the possibility for the worshipper to establish 

AA similar observation is made by Spiro with regard to the support of deva in 
Burma:: ) these gods can and do assist when they are asked to do so - again, 
however,, only on the condition that the petitioner is a pious Buddhist. They will 
nott assist immoral persons' (1982:153). 
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aa direct contact with the king. The equestrian statue is but one por-
traitt through which such a contact can be established, although it is 
ann extraordinary portrait, 'shared' by the worshippers at the square. 
Itt is irrelevant that the motivation for approaching the king is purely 
individuall  and, in fact, the reasons vary greatly. I have met a good 
rangee of petitioners at the statue seeking help: students calling upon 
thee king for help in passing their examinations, shop owners striv-
ingg to increase their sales, employees needing his help to get promo-
tion,, and people seeking relief for a particular grief or some general 
distress.. Of course these worshippers have their own, personal King 
Chulalongkornn portraits. The lion's share of the King Chulalong-
kornn portraits belong to individuals and are kept in the private 
sphere,, in shops and offices. The next passage demonstrates that 
thiss phenomenon predates the weekly worshipping of King Chu-
lalongkornn at the equestrian statue: 

Onee more method of paying homage to deceased kings in 
Siamm remains to be mentioned: the setting of a photograph 
orr lithograph of the particular king on a table, before which 
aree made the usual offering of lighted candles, flowers, and 
incense.. This is now a very popular custom, both in gov-
ernmentt institutions and private houses, since every Siamese 
homee possesses at least a cheap lithograph and can thus 
showw its loyalty in this easy and practical manner. But it is 
off  course quite a new custom, since the making of royal por-
traitss only came into fashion after the middle of the last cen-
tury,, after the belief that this was harmful to the person 
representedd had been officially discountenanced. Indeed, the 
suppositionn that some part of the royal 'soul' (if one may be 
permittedd to use this loose term) might possibly inhabit the 
portrait,, would be an added stimulus to paying homage be-
foree it. It is also a modern means of expressing what remains 
off  the worship of the living King [King Rama VII , r.1925-
1932],, for whenever it is desired to honour him, especially 
onn the occasions of a royal procession, portraits of the King 
sett up on tables may be seen at almost every Siamese door-
wayy along the route (Wales 1992 [1931]:173). 

Wales,, when speaking of 'deceased kings' must be referring to por-
traitss of King Chulalongkorn and King Vajiravudh, since the mass-
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productionn of portraits only started during the reign of King Chu-
lalongkornn (see also below). Apparently, then, 'contact with the di-
vinee without a need for intermediaries' was an aspect of the 
worshippingg of kings already early in the twentieth century. 

PortraitsPortraits out of the ordinary 

Inn conversations I had with devotees the significance of personally 
ownedd portraits in their relationship with the king was an ever pre-
sentt topic. This section wil l present four cases to illustrate the im-
portancee of this linkage. Although the interpretation and moulding 
off  one's relationship with the king is, to a certain extent, highly per-
sonal,, these relationships are also characterised by recurring themes. 
II  distinguish three such themes. The first theme is that of a person 
whoo originally had no interest or belief in King Chulalongkorn and 
hiss powers, until the king unexpectedly manifested himself. The 
secondd theme is one in which certain experiences involving the king 
orr his image occurred during an especially emotional incident or 
episodee (whether positive or negative) in the person's life. The third 
themee involves the role of a material token with the king's image as 
prooff  or reconfirmation of the special relation the new devotee has 
withh King Chulalongkorn. I will start my presentation with the ex-
periencess of restaurant owner Nui. 

NuiNui  's smiling portrait 
Nuii  never had any special thoughts of King Chulalongkorn until the 
dayy he bought his current restaurant in 1989. At the time, Nui was 
thirty-threee years old. The former owner left a portrait of the king in 
thee restaurant. It was King Chulalongkorn in red uniform, with a 
smalll  clock mounted in the right upper corner of the portrait. On his 
firstt day as the restaurant's new owner, Nui happened to look at the 
portraitt and to his surprise the king seemed to smile at him. That 
nightt Nui dreamed about King Chulalongkorn and the king not only 
smiledd again, but also gently tapped Nui's head with his hand. This 
experiencee substantially changed Nui's attitude towards the king. 
Hee hung a copy of a famous photograph of 'the king cooking a 
meal'' (see figure 12) next to the old portrait which at the time of my 
visitt had faded into a palish blue, while the clock was broken. An 
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altarr with monk statuettes, also left in the restaurant, was trans-
formedd into a King Chulalongkorn altar (the monk statuettes were 
movedd to the restaurant office). At the time of my interview with 
Nuii  three portraits, a statuette, and a large plaster copy of a King 
Chulalongkornn coin filled the altar. 'That is how things go,' Nui 
toldd me, 'once you have one portrait, automatically you wil l get 
more.'' When friends learned about Nui's faith in King Chulalong-
kornn they began giving him portraits and other objects bearing the 
king'ss image, in particular as birthday gifts (khong khwan). 

Too Nui it is no coincidence that King Chulalongkorn smiled 
att him when he had bought the restaurant. As he explained to me: 
'thee king's barami supports traders and other people in business in 
particular,, since the king actually was a trader (pho kha) himself. 
Duringg his reign King Chulalongkorn established many business 
relationshipss with foreign countries. The king enjoyed (chop) trad-
ing.' ' 

Givenn his new found faith, Nui wanted to own a King Chu-
lalongkornn coin (riari).  According to Nui such coins are particularly 
renownedd for their protective powers during travelling. Although 
Nuii  anxiously wanted such a coin, he could not afford to buy one as 
theyy are scarce and expensive. 

Onee day a man, an amulet vendor, came to his restaurant. 
Thee man offered him a one-baht coin for 1,500 baht. Nui found that 
tooo expensive and did a counter offer of 500 baht. The vendor re-
jectedd the offer and left the restaurant. Nui turned to King Chu-
lalongkornn for help and fifteen days later the vendor returned. He 
hadd changed his mind and sold the coin for 500 baht! Some years 
later,, the vendor returned to ask Nui if he could buy the coin back 
andd offered 40.000 baht, but Nui would not sell the coin. 

AA miraculous escape from a car accident further confirmed 
Nui'ss belief in the protective powers of King Chulalongkorn coins. 
Hee always carries the one-baht coin with him but he has another 
coinn permanently attached to one of the sun shades of his car. This 
coinn is generally known as the 'coin with the three-headed ele-
phant.'' Nui bought it while in a hill-tribe village not far from 
Chiangg Mai city. In contrast to the implicit importance attributed to 
thee genuineness of the one-baht coin, Nui said about this coin: 'it 
doess not matter whether the coin is a real old coin or a recent copy. 
Thee only thing that matters is that it bears the image of the king.' In 
thee course of a near-accident Nui had in his car he believes King 
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Chulalongkoraa saved his lif e three times. The first saving occurred 
when,, while driving hundred-twenty kilometres per hour, he did not 
crashh into an accident that just happened in front of him. Instead, by 
turningg sharply, he managed to avoid the accident. To his surprise 
hee then found himself headed directly towards a nearby river. Just 
beforee the car would have driven into the water, Nui regained con-
troll  of his car and, making another sharp turn, was saved again. But 
then,, just as he reentered the highway, a car driving in his lane and 
inn the wrong direction suddenly appeared in front of him. 'It is 
reallyy amazing' Nui said, 'that I also escaped from a frontal colli-
sionn with this car. The king had saved my lif e again.' 

SombunSombun 's turning fate 
Sombun'ss first remarks upon hearing about my topic of research 
were,, 'those who worship King Chulalongkorn feel desperate,' and 
'worshippingg King Chulalongkorn is a psychological thing.' This 
madee me think that he was not an active King Chulalongkorn wor-
shipperr himself. To my surprise, however, Sombun (an architect 
andd contractor) turned out to be a strong believer in the powers of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn. This was not always the case, though. 

Inn January 1991 a vendor of King Chulalongkorn statuettes 
camee to Sombun's office. First, Sombun had no intention of buying 
one.. But then the vendor said: 'Just buy one. For you, I wil l make 
thee price very low.' So Sombun bought a plaster statuette replica of 
thee equestrian statue. Later he asked friends which would be the 
rightt place to put the statuette, how to make an altar and what offer-
ingss to make. Two weeks later he sold a parcel of land he had been 
tryingg to sell for a very long time. This was during a time when 
Thailandd was experiencing a real estate boom, but he had been un-
ablee to find a buyer. Sombun: 'Thus without working I earned 
100.0000 baht. I immediately bought a bottle of Hennessy to present 
itt as an offer to the king.' In a later conversation it turned out that 
Sombunn and his wife had started as architects and contractors one 
yearr earlier and their business was doing very bad at the time Som-
bunn bought the statuette. Sombun: 'it was after I started to worship 
Kingg Chulalongkorn that we always had enough orders.' When 
askedd about his earlier remark that 'King Chulalongkorn is for the 
desperate,'' Sombun said that he does not consider himself to be 
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desperate,, althoug he did not feel well at the time he bought the 
statuette. . 

Num'sNum's new job 
Num,, a woman in her early thirties, works as an official at the Land 
andd Water Management Department at Mae Rim, a small town in 
thee province of Chiang Mai. Num owns a twenty-four carat golden 
medallionn (lokhet) with the image of King Chulalongkorn. She was 
eagerr to tell me how she became the owner. 

Afterr finishing her study in water management Num started 
too work for a private company. Her parents regretted this, as they 
hadd hoped she would become a government official. In Thailand, to 
becomee a government official, one has to take an examination. The 
examinationn results are valid for two years only and it is during that 
periodd that a job in government service must be located. Otherwise, 
thee examination must be taken and passed again. Encouraged by her 
parentss Mrs. Num took the examination, but she could not find a 
governmentt job and had to stay with the company. Approximately 
twoo months before the exam's expiration date, she had a disagree-
mentt at her work (Num did not want to tell me about the problem). 
Noww she wanted to leave more than ever and began urgently to look 
forr a job as a government official, but again without success. Seek-
ingg help with this problem her father consulted, without her knowl-
edge,, a spirit medium (khon song chad). Without ever having met 
Num,, the spirit medium had told her father many things about her 
whichh were true, especially that she was a woman with many 'male 
characteristics.'' Num had never thought about visiting a spirit me-
dium,, but after hearing this she felt that she could trust the medium 
andd joined her father for another visit. The medium told her that in 
herr last life she had been a soldier of King Chulalongkorn. As a sol-
dierr she had killed many people and the accumulated sin (bap) re-
sultedd in her rebirth as a woman. But much of the soldier of the 
formerr life had remained in her and in her heart she was a naklaeng 
(macho).. The medium told her that if she wanted a job as a govern-
mentt official she must pray to King Chulalongkorn as she had been 
hiss soldier.24 

244 After this session Num nor her parents ever visited a medium again. 
I l l l 



Afterr the session Num turned to the king on a daily basis. 
Shee prayed: 'If I really have been your soldier, than please help me 
now// When only one week remained until her examination expired, 
shee received a message that there was a position for her at the Land 
andd Water Management Department. 

Becausee the king had fulfilled her wish, she felt she wanted 
too have something of him. She wanted it to be something special. 
Portraitss and statuettes of King Chulalongkorn were plentiful, but 
thesee all seemed very ordinary to her, so she did not buy one. In her 
neww position Num made a friend who had a beautiful golden King 
Chulalongkornn medallion. When with her new friend, Num never 
daredd to tell her how much she admired the medallion. Num found 
thee medallion special for two reasons: it was made in a famous tem-
plee and the king was not, as on most medallions, portrayed in pro-
file,, but full face. 

Onee day Num noticed her friend was wearing a different 
Kingg Chulalongkorn medallion and she asked about this change. 
Thee friend said that it was very clear to her that is was Num who 
shouldd be wearing the golden medallion and she wanted to sell it to 
her.. Num could not believe her ears, but a question remained: how 
muchh would her friend ask for the medallion? Num dared not to ask 
thee price since she thought that it would cost at least 7,000 baht, an 
amountt she could not afford. She asked the king to see that the price 
wouldd not be beyond her reach and to her great surprise her friend 
onlyy asked only 1,000 baht. 

Noww Num has the desired portrait and she does not feel a 
needd for additional portraits. This medallion is all she wants. At 
homee she has no portraits and no altar: she believes (napthu) with 
herr heart. She does cross-stitched, sepia-hued portraits of the king 
andd one small one takes her two or three months to complete. She 
doess not keep these portraits herself, but makes them as gifts for 
friends. . 

RenuRenu 's direct encounter 
Onn a Sunday morning many years ago Renu, now retired but at that 
timee a secretary at the main office of Shell Oil in Bangkok, visited 
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thee weekend market at Sanam Luang. It was a windy day. While 
shee walked down the street along Wat Mahatat (a famous temple), a 
crumpledd piece of paper  passed her  by, blown by the wind. It 
dancedd just in front  of her  feet, behind her  feet and in front of her 
feett  again. Every time she walked on to pass it, it seemed to pursue 
herr  even faster. Finally, she stopped to pick it up and to see what 
wass on the paper. It turned out to be a portrai t of King Chulalong-
korn,, dressed in purple clothes. Although she never  had any specific 
feelingss or  ideas one way or  the other  with regard to the king, Renu 
decidedd to keep the portrait . She ironed the paper  portrait , bought a 
fiftyfifty  baht frame, and took it to the restaurant owned by her  family. 

Onn the very same day they hung the portrait , a robber  en-
teredd the restaurant. Her  brother, a soldier, was standing next to the 
cashh girl . The robber  pointed his gun at her  brother  and told the girl 
too hand over  all the money. But suddenly, without any apparent rea-
son,, the man dropped his gun and ran off. A few streets further  he 
wass caught and arrested by the police. 

Renuu later  heard this story from her  brother. While he was 
beingg held at gun point, he could see the portrai t of King Chu-
lalongkorn.. He prayed to the king: 'I f I  have to die, please let it hap-
penn in war  while defending my country, but not this way.'  The king, 
then,, raised his hand from the portrai t and with an enormous power 
knockedd the gun out of the robber's hand. The cook standing nearby 
hadd seen the king's hand, too. 

Thiss event made it very clear  to Renu that it was no coinci-
dencee that she had come across that particular  piece of paper. The 
kingg had come to her  through that portrai t to save her  brother. She 
hadd experienced, as she calls it, a direct encounter  (prasop kan-
trong)trong) with the king. Of course, now the portrai t is no longer  housed 
inn a fift y baht frame. Immediately after  the incident it was re-framed 
inn a beautiful gilded wooden frame. 

Fromm the narratives of these experiences it becomes clear  how each 
off  the three recurrin g themes contributes to the narrativ e truth in its 
ownn way. The initia l lack of interest in King Chulalongkorn (the 
firstfirst  theme) makes the associated events more notable and high-
lightss that the involvement with King Chulalongkorn is not a fancy. 

Ass the Weekend Market is no longer held on Sanam Luang since the 1980s, 
thiss story probably is situated in the late 1970s. 
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Simultaneouslyy the initiative for the relationship is placed as com-
ingg from the king, implying that the resulting relationship is genu-
inelyy mutual. A crisis situation (second theme) makes the king's 
interventionn plausible and helps to demonstrate the beneficent effect 
off  his involvement. The particular King Chulalongkorn portraits 
figuringg in the stories (third theme) not only serve to illustrate and 
confirmm the particular relationships between the narrators and the 
king,, but also provide tangible evidence of each story's truth, and 
hencee provide an indispensable element in the narrative. The stories 
showw how also mass-produced portraits of the king can become ob-
jectss with a great personal value, a process that wil l be examined in 
detaill  in the next section of this chapter. At the same time we see 
howw the King Chulalongkorn myth provides a 'reservoir of mean-
ings'' (Connerton 1989:56) from which one may draw to 
(re)interprett and (re)tell one's personal history in terms of a gener-
allyy accepted frame. The personal stories 'borrow' narrative truth 
fromm the general myth. For instance, both Num and Renu's brother 
rightfullyy escape misery and danger because they place their lif e in 
thee context of defending Thailand's independence as a soldier, now 
orr in the past. Sombun's story shows us how the entry in the world 
off  Thainess - in his case mainly by conducting appropriately - is 
instantlyy rewarded. Nui's story reworks King Chulalongkorn's in-
ternationall  activities into trading, thereby giving his own business a 
placee in the moral order of Thainess. As a second track, his story 
followss that of the movie star Bin Banlerut, whose experiences have 
becomee part of the general body of King Chulalongkorn stories. Fi-
nally,, on the level of understanding the social imaginary, such indi-
viduall  elaborations can be seen as added details, enhancing the 
narrativee truth of the King Chulalongkorn myth. Such stories there-
foree are vital elements in the spread of the cult. 

TheThe aura of portraits 

Whatt kind of appeal do King Chulalongkorn portraits have that 
suchh images get a part in emotional episodes of the life of individu-
als?? What is the meaning of King Chulalongkorn images for these 
people?? Before entering into details of the specific meanings King 
Chulalongkornn portraits may carry, I first wil l make a more general 
digressionn on the particular qualities of portraits. 
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Thee relationship that a worshipper  of King Chulalongkora 
mightt  experience through a portrai t of the king only exists for  the 
worshipper.. But what in the portrai t makes such a relation possible? 
Too grasp why the King Chulalongkora cult to a large extent is a cult 
off  portrait s it is necessary to pay attention to the complex relation-
shipss between the person portrayed, the portrai t and its beholder. 
Heree it is helpful to elaborate on Benjamin's concept of 'aura' as 
introducedd in his essay 'The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction''  (1977 [1936]). 

Accordingg to Benjamin, the 'work of art'  has its fundamen-
talss in rituals as a magical instrument. In the ritual  setting it is the 
'cultt  value' that gives such objects their  aura. Cult objects are the 
immediatee manifestation of the powers they represent and which 
themselvess remain unapproachable: through the object powers that 
essentiallyy never  can be met directly are nevertheless immediately 
there. . 

Thee essentially far-away is the inaccessible. Indeed, inacces-
sibilit yy is a principal quality of the cult image. According to 
itss nature it remains 'far  away, how near  it may be.'  The 
nearnesss one may derive from its material substantiality 
takess nothing away from the far  away, which it retains while 
beingg its manifestation' (ibid.: 17, nt. 7, italics in original; 
translationn IS). 

Althoughh Benjamin's main concern is the decline of this aura of art 
inn modern mass culture, he makes a valuable remark on the nature 
off  photographic portraiture , which in fact is valid for  portrait s in 
general,, including (mass)reproductions. In the midst of empty im-
ages,, Benjamin claims, portrait s retain a degree of aura because 
theyy refer  to beloved persons deceased or  far  away (Benjamin 
1977:21).. Similar  to the function of a cult object, a portrai t makes 
thee person depicted present while remaining far  away in space or 
time. . 

266 'Das wesentlich Feme is das Unnahbare. In der Tat ist Unnahbarkeit eine 
Hauptqualitatt des Kultbildes. Es bleibt seiner Natur nach "Feme so nan es sein 
mag".. Die Nahe, die man seiner Materie abzugewinnen vermag, tut der Feme 
nichtt Abbruch, die es nach seiner Erscheinung bewahrt.' 
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Inn the cult of the rememberance of the beloved far away or 
deceasedd the cult value of the image has its last refuge' 
(ibid.:21;; translation IS).27 

Thus,, according to Benjamin, portraits can have a personal cult 
valuee in a 'cult of rememberance.' Hence, this cult value only exists 
forr those who know the person portrayed and are emotionally in-
volvedd with the depicted, and gives the portrait an aura for them 
only.. The question then arises how the personal cult value of (mass 
produced)) portraits - only a weak trace of the cult value of the au-
thenticc cult object - in King Chulalongkorn portraits could become 
powerfull  enough to make them true cult objects again. For an in-
sightt in the cult value of King Chulalongkorn portraits, and the aura 
thiss cult value lends to any of his portraits, we have to return to the 
investigationn made in Chapter I. The narrated portraits reveal how 
Thaii  people know their king and the kind of emotions involved. Pic-
toriall  portraits help people to reconfirm and personalise such 
knowledgee and emotions. 

II  wil l make the direct link between narrated portraits and 
pictoriall  portraits visible by presenting - inspired by Kopytoff's 
ideaa of 'the cultural biography of things' (1986) - the cultural biog-
raphiess of a number of the king's pictorial portraits. As commodifi-
cationn proves to be a significant element in these biographies, I wil l 
alsoo address the apparent paradox of how King Chulalongkorn por-
traitss can be mass products and sacred objects at the same time. 

UnderstandingUnderstanding portraits 

Pointt of departure in Kopytoff's analysis is exchange as a universal 
humann feature. In all societies things are exchangeable for some-
thingg else with a comparable value. As exchangeables they are 
commodities.. However, he adds, there are no perfect commodities. 
Thingss that at one moment may appear as exchangeable, at another 
momentt or in another situation may become regarded as unique and 
unexchangeable.. In every culture certain things maintain or acquire 
uniqueness.. Kopytoff calls this process, the opposite of the ho-

'lmm Kult der Erinnerung an die fernen oder die abgestorbenen Lieben had der 
Kultwertt des Bildes die letzte Zuflucht' 
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mogenisingg tendency of commodifïcation, 'singularisation.' Re-
versely,, singularised commodities may enter a process of re-
commodificationn (1986:68-75).28 In Kopytoff s cultural biographies 
off  things these processes play a central role. 

Alsoo with regard to King Chulalongkorn portraits it is possi-
blee to make such biographies, in which they alternately appear as 
commoditiess or as singularised things with unique qualities. How-
ever,, when discussing portraits as things, it is important to note that 
aa portrait in one aspect is distinguished from other things: it always 
referss to the person depicted. Therefore it is first needed to discuss 
thee nature of portraits as such, and to clarify what I mean by the 
'culturall  biography of a portrait.' 

Whenn we look at a portrait we see a thing: it is material and 
tangible.. But we do not only see a thing, we are also looking at the 
imagee of the person portrayed. When we are looking at several por-
traitss of one person, we see several separate things but every time 
wee also see the image of the same, single person. All these portraits 
sharee their relationship with this single 'original': the person de-
picted.. This unity of reference transcends the separate material 
manifestations. . 

Betweenn a single portrait and its copies a similar, even 
strongerr unity exists: whether we look at the original or its copy, we 
seee exactly the same image of the person depicted in a certain set-
tingg at a certain time. For this reason I suggest not to limit the cul-
turall  biography of a particular portrait to this portrait as a single 
objectt - that is, the portrait as it is embodied in one of its particular, 
concretee material carriers - but to allow it to be applied to the por-
traitt in its multiplicity. Only then the biography will truly be able to 
capturee how the original and its replicas have become cult objects. 
Forr encompassing cultural biographies of portraits of King Chu-
lalongkornn this implies that they should start with the creation of a 
portraitt during the life of the king, to be followed by a process of 
commodificationn through (mass) reproduction of copies of that por-
trait,, and end with the singularisation of these copies by their indi-
viduall  owners. The narrated dimension of such cultural biographies 
comess in immediately. Although the creation of a portrait is an un-

Appadurai,, however, argues that commodification and singularisation are not 
entirelyy exclusive of each other (1996:17). The significance of Kopytoff's argu-
mentt is the insight that 'the commodity is not one kind of thing rather then an-
other,, but one phase in the life of some things' (ibid.). 
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deniablee historical fact ('the portrait was made'), this should be dis-
tinguishedd from what people generally know about a portrait's crea-
tion,, i.e. from the narrative. The case of the equestrian statue is 
illustrativee in this aspect: only when one knows the narrative of its 
creationn - which in its turn is embedded in the wider myth of King 
Chulalongkoraa as the Great Beloved King of Siam - it is possible to 
graspp the emotional significance of this particular portrait. 

II  wil l give a cultural biography of three particular portraits 
off  King Chulalongkora: the 'second coronation portrait' (figure 10), 
thee 'Le Petit Journal portrait' (figure 11), and the portrait of 'the 
kingg cooking a meal' (figure 12). These biographies wil l illustrate 
thee vicissitudes of the portraits in the context of the narratives about 
thee king. 

TheThe second coronation portrait 

Onn November 16, 1873, King Chulalongkorn's second coronation, 
whichh marked the end of the regency period (1868-1873), took 
place.299 During the ceremony, several photographs of the king were 
taken.. Especially one photograph, depicting the king seated on the 
thronee in royal attire, enjoys a high popularity at present. It is for 
sale,, often coloured, at the kind of portrait shops described earlier, it 
cann be found in the many photo books on the king, and it might be 
includedd in the mass-produced religious booklets for the laity with a 
compilationn of a variety of religious images with their appropriate 
prayerss (like holy monks, goddesses, particular Buddha statues). In 
short,, this picture of the king is generally known and, as is the case 
withh all the king's portraits, held in high esteem. It is the image of 
thee beloved king at a very young age. But there is also another con-

Thee first coronation took place when the king was only fifteen years old 
(1868),, and a regent was appointed. King Chulalongkorn was the second king of 
thee present dynasty to have a second coronation ceremony. King Rama I had a 
secondd coronation organised in 1785 when he moved from Thonburi to Bangkok, 
makingg the latter the new capital of Siam. King Vajiravudh, King Rama VI, had a 
second,, grand coronation one year after his - more modest - first coronation in 
19100 (which had to take place as soon as possible after the death of the king, 
leavingg littl e time for preparations (Wales 1992:70). Organising a second corona-
tionn one year later gave King Vajiravudh the opportunity to invite representatives 
off  foreign royal houses and important government leaders (Vella 1978:14). 
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notationn to it: that of the phra sayam thewathirat, the divinit y (deva, 
thep,thep, thewada) protecting Thailand and its inhabitants. 

Duringg his reign King Mongkut had a small (twenty cm 
high)) golden image cast of the phra sayam thewathirat. The king 
hadd the statuette cast in a period that Siam experienced great diffi -
culties,, namely the increasing pressures on Siam from the West and 
thee threat of being colonised. The image is one of the most sacred 
statuettess of the kingdom. The phra sayam thewathirat is dressed in 
royall  attir e and carries a short sword. Thus, although the phra 
sayamsayam thewathirat is standing and King Chulalongkorn is seated, 
thee coronation portrai t shares many significant details with the im-
agee of the deity. In the booklets with a variety of religious images a 
photoo of the phra sayam thewathirat statue is rarely absent, and pic-
turess (in profil e or  en face) are available at most portrai t shops. The 
phraphra sayam thewathirat belongs to the steady 'repertoire' of well-
knownn sacred images, and a picture of it is present at many altars. 

Inn popular  imagination a fusion process between the figure 
off  King Chulalongkorn and the phra sayam thewathirat is taking 
place.. According to this line of thought the king has become the 
phraphra sayam thewathirat after  he died. The idea of deceased kings 
stilll  protecting the kingdom is an ancient notion, and so is the idea 
off  a protective deity. King Uthong (r. 1351-1369), the founder  of 
Ayutthaya,, was worshipped by the later  Ayutthaya kings as the 
forefatherr  and the guardian spirit of the kingdom (Charnvit 
1976:53).. King Uthong in his turn, worshipped a legendary Bud-
dhistt  king named Phraya Kraek as forefather  and guardian spirit.30 

Too both King Uthong and Phraya Kraek, the later  kings paid hom-
agee at an image representing the respective kings (ibid.:53, 71). 

Alsoo the fusion between a deceased King and the phra 
sayamsayam thewathirat is not a phenomenon exclusively related to the 
presentt  time. After  his father  died, King Chulalongkorn had an im-
agee cast, similar  to the phra sayam thewathirat in size, costume and 
pose.. There was only one important difference: the face resembled 
thatt  of King Mongkut. Thus the divinit y and King Mongkut were 
representedd by one and the same statue, thereby expressing a fusion 

300 Certain Siamese chronicles, among which the 'List of Kings' (dated 1767), 
givee a dynastic history from the death of the Buddha, via the great Indian Bud-
dhistt king, King Asoka to a king of Angkor and - a legendary - Phraya Kraek. In 
thiss way the history of King Uthong and Siam becomes part of the history of 
Buddhismm (Charnvit 1976:4,71). 
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betweenn worship of the divine and ancestor worship (Apinan 
1992bl:352).31 1 

Thee fusion of the phra sayam thewathirat and King Chu-
lalongkornn is not limited to the coronation portrait only. Far more, it 
stemss from rather general and diffuse ideas about the ever-lasting 
protectivee powers of the king. But it is precisely the physical re-
semblancee of the two images that may serve as a condensation point 
wheree the whole imagination takes shape. The following case shows 
uss the course of such a process, and demonstrates how such imagi-
nationss help individuals to singularise certain images and objects. 

TheThe abbot's golden vision 
Onee night, in 1992, the abbot of a temple named Wat Doi Chang 
hadd a magnificent vision: he saw King Chulalongkorn in golden at-
tire,, with a golden crown, seated on a golden throne.32 A voice -
thatt of the king himself - told the abbot that he had to create a 
statue,, identical to the scene of the vision. After the vision the abbot 
startedd to look in photo books on the lif e of King Chulalongkorn 'to 
seee what he had seen.' It turned out to be the king during his 'sec-
ondd coronation' as depicted on the photograph. 

Thee temple was poor, thus to allow for the creation of the 
statuee money had to be collected from donations made by people 
visitingg the temple. Wat Doi Chang was a very quiet temple at the 
outskirtss of the city of Chiang Mai. It served primarily as a local 

Onee might wonder to what extent this belief might have been fostered by the 
seriess of phra sayam thewathirat coins which were regularly issued between 
1890/18911 (R 109) and 1906/1907 (R 124). These coins bear the king's effigy on 
onee side and a depiction of the phra sayam thewathirat graciously seated on the 
threee symbols, taken from King Chulalongkorn's seal, with Erawan, the three-
headedd elephant representing Siam's 'three regions' (north, centre, south) and the 
symbolss representing the dependencies Laos and Malay. The phra sayam the-
wathiratwathirat coins are in size and design almost identical to the contemporary British 
penny.. The posture of the phra sayam thewathirat resembles that of Britannia. A 
seatedd Britannia 'carrying with her associations of national strength, empire and 
well-being'' has been a constant motif on British coinage during the eighteenth 
andd nineteenth centuries (Van Wie 1999:61). Anyhow, a real fusion of King Chu-
lalongkornn and the deity is a recent phenomenon. 
322 Unless otherwise indicated this section is based on the information I collected 
duringg my visits to the temple and the conversations I had with the abbot. 
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templee for  the nearby villages, rather  than attracting (more well-to-
do)) people from the city. 

But,, as the abbot told me, after  the vision King Chulalong-
kornn remained with the abbot. It was through him that the king still 
couldd help his subjects in this world. In this * relationship' the abbot 
functionss as the servant of the king. The king told the abbot to start 
aa charity project: a relief centre and school for  orphan boys from 
hil ll  trib e villages. These boys' hardship is twofold: they are orphans 
andd 'backward hill trib e people' at the same time. The king's 
spirit' ss concern with their  well-being well fits the image of the king 
ass extending compassion to all his subjects, regardless their  back-
groundd or  ethnic identity. 

Thee combination of both projects (the intended statue and 
thee orphanage) made people come to the temple, but in addition 
peoplee were attracted because it became known that through the ab-
bott  King Chulalongkorn often spoke in person. Withi n a year  the 
templee had raised sufficient funds to have the statue made. During 
thee period of research, five to six years after  the abbot had the vi-
sion,, worshippers from all over  the country (especially many from 
Bangkok)) came to Wat Doi Chang regularly. They came to consult 
thee abbot and to support the temple and the orphanage with large 
donationss in cash or  in kind. 

Thee abbot wanted the statue to become very special and he 
certainlyy has succeeded in his objective. He had a large (approxi-
matelyy life-size) gilded statue made, which is seated on a red-gold 
paintedd throne more than one meter  above the floor. Consequently, 
thee king towers above anything else in his vicinity , which adds to 
thee already impressive appearance of the statue (see figure 13). But 
thee secret of the uniqueness of the statue is revealed at the back. 
Theree the craftsman has left a piece undressed, and do we find the 
prooff  of its unique qualities. Namely, the statue is made out of a 
solidd trunk of teak. This 'fact'  demonstrates the unequalled crafts-
manshipp of Northern Thai woodcarving. Contrary to what one cer-
tainlyy might think at first  sight, this is not a cast image. Besides its 
beauty,, its impressive appearance and its exact resemblance to the 
originall  picture, it is of utmost importance to the abbot that nowhere 
elsee in Thailand such a statute ever  existed before.33 

II  myself, as an 'expert' on King Chulalongkorn images served as an ideal 
framee of reference for the abbot to ascertain himself of this last point: I never had 
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Thee statue is placed in a wihan, usually the temple building 
withh the main Buddha statue(s), which was built especially for the 
purpose.. This does not mean that the wihan does not house any 
otherr images, on the contrary. On a ledge, next to the statue, stands 
aa rather large framed photo of the phra sayam thewathirat. Accord-
ingg to the abbot, the king and the divine being are the same, but he 
doess not give much further substantiation to this interpretation, ex-
ceptt that the phra sayam thewathiratfKmg Chulalongkorn wil l al-
wayss protect the Thai nation (pokkhrong banmuang). This theme, 
thee protection of the Thai Nation, or more precisely, the mainte-
nancee of its independence, is what it is all about for the abbot. 

Hiss pursuit of royal protection embedded in nationalism also 
ledd the abbot to have two other kingly statues made: a more than 
life-sizee wooden statue of King Naresuan (r. 1590-1605) and one of 
Kingg Taksin (r. 1767-1781), which are situated at the left and the 
rightt of the King Chulalongkorn statue. With their huge size, their 
swordd and their fierce expression these are awe-inspiring images. 
Ass these statues are not gilded, the wood and their craftsmanship 
qualitiess are in full view. Nevertheless, the statues are not as im-
pressivee as the Chulalongkorn image. With King Naresuan and 
Kingg Taksin the abbot has a similar relationship as with King Chu-
lalongkorn:: all the three kings influence the abbot's doings, and all 
mightt speak through the abbot's mouth. 

Accordingg to the abbot, these three kings are more important 
thann other kings of Thai history because they all have saved the na-
tion'ss independence: King Naresuan defeated the Burmese invaders 
inn 159334, and so did King Taksin in 1767.35 Both kings were real 

seenn such a statue except this one indeed. As a sign of its success, however, two 
identicall  statues have been made later. The temple had one more made, to present 
too Vimanmek Palace in Bangkok (one of the king's palaces and nowadays a mu-
seum,, see Chapter I), and a regular visitor of the temple asked another wood-
carverr to make him an exact copy of the statue. This shows how everything with 
powerr asks to be copied. 

Itt is believed that the final battle, which took the form of a duel on elephants 
betweenn King Naresuan and the Burmese Crown Prince, took place on January 
25,, 1593, in the province of Suphanburi. As a commemoration of his victory, 
Kingg Naresuan erected a stupa (chedi) on the spot where he defeated the Burmese 
Prince.. Much later, Prince Damrong started a search for the remains of the stupa. 
Hee finally identified ruins discovered in 1913 as King Naresuan's stupa. During 
thee reign of the present monarch - King Bhumibol - the stupa was restored and a 
hugee monument, depicting the fighting Naresuan on elephant back, was erected. 
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warriors .. King Chulalongkorn saved Thailand from becoming a 
colony.. In the words of the abbot: 'Hi s weapon was not the sword. 
Hiss policy was his weapon (nayobai pen awut): the country could 
remainn independent because of the enormous brightness (chalat 
mak)mak) of King Chulalongkorn.'  Together  these kings have built and 
savedd the Thai nation. 

Heree the strong nationalist sentiment that goes with the royal 
imagess becomes clear. The three kings were chosen for  their  suc-
cessfull  defence of the Thai nation. King Chulalongkorn as well as 
thee phra sayam thewathirat, let alone their  fusion, represents the 
enduringg fostering and protective powers the nation can rely on. 
Thee abbot's recounts and his doings demonstrate the importance of 
royall  hagiography in giving meaning and legitimacy to the genesis 
off  the Thai nation, and the vitalit y of the meaning of Thainess as 
'independence.''  However, this does not sufficiently explain yet why 
people,, like the abbot, need such statues or  portrait s and identify so 
stronglyy with this ideological construct of Thainess. In the follow-
ingg section we wil l see how possessing and displaying portrait s 
givess evidence of the owners' involvement with the king and the 
conceptuall  universe of Thainess he represents. 

TiedTied through history 
Popularr  interpretations of rebirth , karma, and lasting connectedness 
enablee many dedicated worshippers to establish a personal relation-
shipp with their  Kings. It is believed that karma brings and ties peo-
plee together  in their  past, present and futur e existences. Many of the 
peoplee who feel that they have a personal relationship with the king 
toldd me that these contacts result from a relation with the king dur-

Onn January 25, 1959, King Bhumibol officially inaugurated the monument and 
sincee that day January 25 is commemorated as 'Army Day' or as 'King Naresuan 
Day'' (cf. Chula 1959:50; Vella 1978:207). An artist on the Night Bazaar in 
Chiangg Mai, specialised among other skills in 'paintings on glass' of the monu-
ment,, told me that the monument means 'victory' and that particularly among 
governmentt officials it is popular to present each other miniatures or paintings of 
thee monument (or of the duel) at important occasions. 
355 In 1767 the Burmese totally destroyed Ayutthaya, the capital of Siam. General 
Takk (the later King Taksin) managed to regroup an army and to drive the Bur-
mesee out only nine months later. He founded a new capital, named Thonburi, lo-
catedd opposite the present capital Bangkok, on the other bank of the Chao Phraya 
river. river. 
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ingg a former life. Often one believes to have been related to the king 
ass one of his soldiers, daughters, wives or (rarely) sisters. I never 
mett anyone who related him- or herself to King Chulalongkorn as 
havingg been one of his brothers or sons. Such would more explicitly 
claimm royal lineage, and therefore easily come close to a form of 
lesee majesty, particularly when it concerns one of the more famous 
princes.. However, claiming to be the reincarnation of one of the 
king'ss wives - of which many had a more modest background, 
givenn the king's policy to marry girls from all over the country (see 
Chapterr I) - or one of the king's forgotten half-sisters born from a 
lesserr wife of King Mongkut, is much less problematic. To explain 
thee abbot's involvement with the spirit of the king, quite a few peo-
plee told me that he had been a monk at a temple which the king 
usedd to visit. Such a direct link with the king enables an individual 
too give his personal lif e history a place within the history of the na-
tion.. At the same time one knows oneself to be someone special, 
caredd for or guided by no one less than a king. A good example of 
howw such knowledge can offer consolation or moral support is the 
casee of Num (see above), who was told that she had been a soldier 
off  King Chulalongkorn in a past existence, and therefore could 
reckonn on the king's support now. 

Thee cultural biography of the second coronation portrait 
showss us that the abbot singularised this very popular, mass pro-
ducedd portrait of the king by following two paths. The first way to 
singularisee the portrait was the vision. The creation of the statue 
wass not just an idea of the abbot, but resulted from a special con-
nectionn between the abbot and the king. The king's appearance in 
thee vision is the evidence of that relationship, and the statue is the 
materiall  confirmation of both the vision and the relationship. Sec-
ondly,, the abbot wanted his replica to be a unique statute. He attrib-
utedd great importance to exact resemblance with the original 
picture,, and by the addition of some unique qualities the image was 
upgradedd to an authentic 'work of art' (though not authentic in the 
sensee of a contemporary portrait). The singularisation of the second 
coronationn portrait in these two ways substantially contributed to 
thee abbot's policy to attract a wider and wealthier public to his tem-
plee by incorporating the King Chulalongkorn cult into his spiritual 
services.. The abbot himself has changed from being just an average 
abbott of a quiet village temple into the widely respected leader of a 
cultt centre. 
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Withinn the whole that constitutes Wat Doi Chang as a cult 
centre,, and the abbot as its leader, there is an endless variety of in-
dividuall  interpretations, imaginations, and ways of involvement, 
mostt of which wil l have escaped my attention. In the section below, 
II  wil l elaborate on one particular dimension of the abbot's perform-
ancee which' import I only learned to see through the eyes of one of 
hiss followers: the features of the abbot's face. 

AA living portrait 
Onee day I visited Jill, a Thai woman in her late thirties. She lived 
nott far from my house and I had been introduced to her some weeks 
beforee by my housekeeper. I liked to go to see Jill every now and 
then,, partly because she was a bit unusual. She made a living by do-
ingg some small-scale real estate business, lived on her own, and of-
tenn had Western lovers (hence her Western nick-name). Knowing 
aboutt my interest in King Chulalongkorn, she asked me that day if I 
everr had been to Wat Doi Chang. On my confirmation she said: 'he 
lookss really similar, and like a real womaniser (chao chu), don't 
youu think so?' I had no idea about whom she was talking. 'The ab-
bot'' said Jill. 'The abbot, a womaniser?' Upon seeing my amaze-
ment,, Jill explained: 'Yes, just like King Chulalongkorn. The abbot 
iss exactly the king. And look at his eyes. Womanisers always have 
thosee wrinkles around their eyes. He is very attractive.' 

Thee next day I rushed to the temple to see for myself. Did 
thee abbot really look like the king?36 When I arrived at the temple, 
thee abbot was in the Prince Chulalongkorn Wihan, receiving people 
whoo had come to consult him and to present offerings to the temple 
ass usual. I stayed for almost two hours, all the time observing the 
abbot,, but I was not convinced. Then, at a certain moment, the ab-
bott turned his head to the left, giving it exactly the same pose as the 
facee of the king on a photograph which was placed behind the ab-
bot,, on the ledge. This photograph was taken during one of the 
king'ss visits to Europe. The king is dressed in Western suit with hat 
andd looks more like an Italian movie star than like a Thai king, and 
theree is certainly nothing in the portrait that reminds of a Buddhist 

Too my interpretation, Jill's depiction of 'the abbot as a womaniser' only refers 
too his looks: the particular wrinkles that he shares with the king. Whether she 
thinkss the abbot is an actual womaniser is irrelevant. 
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abbott (see figures 8 and 14). But that very moment I saw the resem-
blancee and also realised that the photograph was not placed behind 
thee abbot by coincidence. Whether the abbot was in the wihan or in 
thee sala, the photograph was always there, placed behind him. To 
putt this in the proper context, one should know that the temple 
ownedd an enormous number King Chulalongkorn portraits, because 
peoplee continuously presented portraits and statuettes to the abbot. 
Onee day the abbot even complained to me that he did not know 
wheree to keep all these images. As the Prince Chulalongkorn Wihan 
wass already quite full - the huge portraits in wood almost com-
pletelyy occupying the ledge - most other images were displayed in 
thee sala, except for around the abbot's seat. 

Anotherr occasion in which the physical resemblance to this 
particularr portrait - and the abbot's awareness of the fact - was 
oncee more reconfirmed was the 1997 kathin ceremony. After the 
ceremonyy many people consulted the abbot privately, sometimes 
offeringg religious objects, such as a King Chulalongkorn portraits. 
Thee abbot showed no particular interest in any of these objects. But 
att a certain moment a woman presented him a small copy of the 
Italiann portrait in cross-stitch. The abbot, with clear appreciation, 
immediatelyy placed the portrait next to the other one, where it has 
remainedd ever since. 

Accordingg to the abbot, he is able to help people, because it 
iss actually King Chulalongkorn who gives the advice. People hear 
thee abbot speaking, but know that in fact they are listening to the 
king.. In terms of Thai popular religiosity, this does not imply that 
thee abbot is a spirit medium. Regardless that the Sangha law forbids 
monkss to act as a spirit medium, an inherent problem would be that 
monkss can only wear robes, while an important aspect of Thai spirit 
mediumm possession is the changing of dress. The audiences identify 
thee possessing spirit by the way the medium is dressed during the 
ceremony.377 In case a medium is not dressed in accordance with the 
attiree of the particular spirit expected by the audience, the medium 
iss either not possessed, or possessed by a different spirit. Actually, it 
iss partly the same process that makes a monk a monk. The primary 

Accordingg to Masquelier in a fascinating account of the significance of clothing 
inn the Nigerian bori spirit cult ) the spirits' attire is the medium through 
whichh people create, and subsequently relate to, and communicate with, bori dei-
ties'' (1996:68), an observation equally relevant to Thai spirit medium sessions 
(seee further Chapter III) . 
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differentiatingg feature between monk and lay man is the robe. Only 
inn a robe, a man is a monk. By implication, a monk never can act as 
aa spirit medium, because that would imply that he literally has to 
disrobee himself. 

Thee abbot's physical resemblance with the king, supported 
byy the Italian portrait, helped to circumvent the limitations being a 
monkk imposes on representing the spirit world. Because of his par-
ticularr features the abbot himself, as it were, had become a living 
portraitt of the king. The king's presence through this particular mi-
mesiss comes close to that in a spirit medium session, which wil l be 
aa subject of Chapter III . The effect is similar because essentially the 
proceduree to identify abbot and king follows the same visual, aes-
theticc path as the identification process in a spirit medium session. 
Withinn the bounds given, the abbot stretched the possibilities of 
mimickingg to the extreme: his mimicking of the king did not require 
anyy extra action, which made his performance even the stronger. As 
itt were, the king was always there because there was no distinction 
betweenn him and the abbot anymore. 

SacralisedSacralised commodities 

Thee abbot's way to singularise a portrait by having a copy made 
withh unique material qualities is common practice in Thailand. Peo-
plee may invest considerable amounts in hand-crafted portraits of 
Kings.. As almost every portrait of King Chulalongkorn is widely 
knownn and widely available, to have them made in an unusual man-
nerr is the obvious way to make a copy which is a unique object in 
hiss own right. In the words of Tui, a chiselwork artist at the Night 
Bazaarr in Chiang Mai specialising in chiselwork portraits of kings: 
'Everybodyy wil l immediately understand that it is very difficult to 
makee such a portrait. One also wil l see immediately that one is 
lookingg at a portrait of a rare kind. This is because only a few 
craftsmenn are sufficiently gifted to make these portraits. That is why 
peoplee like to possess such a portrait, even if they have to pay a lot 
off  money for it.' 

Thee other portraits in the wihan at Wat Doi Chang are illus-
trativee of this line of thought. The ledge with the photograph of the 
phraphra sayam thewathirat image, mentioned before, is further lined 
withh fifteen huge (approximately one meter tall) portraits of King 
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Chulalongkom,, each carved out of one single block of wood. Al l 
portraitss copy well-known photographs or paintings of the king. 
Theirr size and craftsmanship are the special qualities to distinguish 
themm from the mainstream. The objects are gifts (thawai) of bene-
factorss of the temple. On most portraits the donor had his or her 
namee clearly carved under the image. By offering such an excep-
tionall  - and expensive -portrait, the donor equally distinguishes 
him-- or herself from the mainstream. Amidst the numerous usual 
copiess surrounding them, they reflect the permanent Thai competi-
tionn in obtaining and expressing status. 

Forr those who do not have the financial means to singularise 
aa portrait by having a craft work made, more moderate ways to turn 
somethingg common into something special remain, for instance by 
havingg it sacralised (pluk sek), whether privately by the abbot or in 
aa larger phutthaphisek ceremony, as described above. The fact that 
mostt King Chulalongkom objects are mass-produced commodities 
onn the consumers market takes nothing away from their beneficial 
power.. The temple shop of Wat Doi Chang, for instance, sells, 
amongg other things, small gold-painted plaster copies of the tem-
ple'ss King Chulalongkom statue. The profit is used for the embel-
lishmentt of the temple, and for the maintenance of the orphan 
centre.. People who decide to buy such a statuette can have it sacral-
isedd by the abbot immediately. For those followers who especially 
comee to Wat Doi Chang because of the abbot's connection with 
Kingg Chulalongkom, this implies that they actually can have their 
statuettee sacralised by the powers of the king himself. The sacralisa-
tionn of objects at Wat Doi Chang is not limited to replicas of the 
statuee or King Chulalongkom images: the abbot wil l sacralise po-
tentt objects of any nature and wherever they come from. 

Inn this aspect, King Chulalongkom portraits do not essen-
tiallyy differ from the other easy obtainable potent objects which are 
regularlyy sacralised by monks. I am referring here to objects such as 
amuletss with the image of the Buddha, of holy monks, deities, 
magicall  drawings (takrui), etc. Such objects are considered to con-
tainn magical power (saksit), and are therefore generally indicated as 
singsing saksit (potent objects). A King Chulalongkom object is as 
muchh a sing saksit as any other potent object. Where a takrut is said 
too derive its power from its magical drawing, it is the king's barami 
thatt is believed to give a King Chulalongkom object its power. 
Theree is, however, a modern tinge to King Chulalongkom objects, 
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whichh is absent where it concerns the more traditional potent ob-
jects.. Even stronger, somebody known to wear  a takrut might in 
certainn groups be regarded as superstitious, while wearing a King 
Chulalongkornn medallion more likely wil l be associated with being 
modern,, civilised, and a good Buddhist. These connotations might 
inspiree certain groups or  individuals to acquaint themselves openly 
withh King Chulalongkorn, regardless whether  their  interest in the 
kingg goes with practises or  magical objects generally associated 
withh 'superstition' or  not. The abbot of Wat Doi Chang - and many 
off  his clients - fit  this latter  category of people. As wil l be described 
inn more detail in Chapter  III , the religious practices of the abbot 
consistt  of an amalgam of tradition s and beliefs. Also the questions 
off  how and why people openly demonstrate their  belief in King 
Chulalongkornn by means of the king's image wil l be considered 
moree closely in this same chapter. Here, I wil l return to the main 
objectivee of the present chapter: to demonstrate the close link be-
tweenn narrated portrait s and pictorial portraits. The cultural biogra-
phyy of the next portrai t specifically addresses the significance of 
sentimentss around Thainess in the King Chulalongkorn cult. 

TheThe Le Petit Journal Portrait 

Thee abundance of copies of one particular  portrait , the Le Petit 
JournalJournal portrai t (figure 11), can be considered as a material reflec-
tionn of the present interest in the king's European voyages. During 
thee king's voyages the European press paid a great deal of attention 
too the journey. In 1897 this was the more so since it was the first 
timee a Siamese king visited Europe. On September  19,1897, during 
thee king's visit to France, the newspaper  Le Petit Journal placed a 
full-pagee coloured wood engraving of King Chulalongkorn on the 
frontt  page of its illustrated supplement. Needless to say that in Thai-
landd the original front pages of the Le Petit Journal supplement of 
Septemberr  19, 1897, are worth a fortune now (according to the 
ownerr  of a portrai t shop about US$1,800). A Thai friend told me 
thatt  his mother's family possesses such a front page. Years ago they 
hadd the lucky opportunity to buy it for  only five-hundred baht (US$ 
15).. Circulatin g the engraving among his mother  and her  sisters 
solvess the problem of how to share a unique object. This is a clear 
examplee of the cultural biography of a portrai t as a thing: a page of 
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aa newspaper, clearly a commodity at the time of production, with 
virtuallyy no value shortly after publication,38 re-enters a particular 
commodityy market at the other side of the world almost one century 
later.. Subsequently, it becomes singularised, again de-commodified, 
byy a group of sisters who attribute so much sacral power to it that it 
hass to be shared. Although this biography is already quite informa-
tivee in the sense that it reveals the importance Thai people attach to 
Kingg Chulalongkorn portraits, even from a newspaper, a wider cul-
turall  biography of the picture includes additional layers. 

Thee Le Petit Journal portrait was made after a photograph 
probablyy taken by Robert Lenz, a photographer who started a studio 
inn Bangkok around 1890 and who took many pictures of the king 
andd other members of the royal family. For the (potential) owners of 
aa Le Petit Journal portrait it is irrelevant (and hardly known any-
how)) that the engraving was made after this photograph: for them, 
thiss front page has its own authenticity. A feature in The Bangkok 
PostPost of October 23, 1999, on 'King Chulalongkorn memorabilia' 
andd the 'flood of fakes,' is revealing regarding the importance at-
tributedd to authenticity. The article recounts how the high price of 
'genuinee antique' Le Petit Journal issues has lead swindlers to 
color-photocopyy 'an authentic one' which is 'placed in a frame to 
preventt prospective buyers from touching it, and sold as the real 
thingg for a thousand-odd baht.' Of course, such engravings, at that 
timee even more than photographs, were mass products. The mass-
producedd origin, however, of the original Le Petit Journal issues 
doess not detract anything from its value. The status of authenticity 
iss attributed to the front pages for two reasons: firstly their age and 
rarityy as antiques, and secondly, the fact that they were issued when 
thee king was actually in France himself. 

Thee latter aspect gives the portrait a special place in the field 
off  the nationalist sentiments that are part of the King Chulalongkorn 
cult.. The gloriousness the visit symbolises gives the Le Petit Jour-
nalnal front page its special aura. More than many other portraits, this 
portraitt is a direct, material, testimony of the king's achievements 
duringg his important and difficult mission, so far away from his 

Thatt is to say, apart from the surviving copies in cloth- or leather-bound vol-
umess which decorated the libraries of the Paris bourgeoisie, and nowadays occa-
sionallyy pop up at flee-markets, auctions, or antiquarian booksellers from an 
estate.. These actually form intermediate stages of singularisation and re-
commodification. . 
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country,, as recounted in the narrated portrait of 'King Chulalong-
koraa saved Thailand from becoming a colony.' The depiction of 
theirr king on the full front page of a French newspaper still fulfil s 
manyy people with pride: it is the direct proof of the indelible im-
pressionn the king had made on his hosts (and enemies), eventually 
leadingg to the saving of the nation from colonisation. This specific 
biographyy shows how, far more than from its potential to bring the 
Thaii  beholders closer to their beloved king, the portrait derives its 
auraa particularly from its potential to evoke emotions related to 
Thainesss as glorious independence.39 

Nowadayss the 1897 portrait is a mass product again, no 
longerr as a wood engraving, however, but as an offset print or col-
ourr copy. One can find, for instance, replicas similar in size and 
colourr to an original, miniature replicas as devotional pictures (to be 
carriedd on person), and reprints in books, calendars, or as New-
Year'ss greeting cards. The portrait has even inspired a producer of 
New-Year'ss greeting cards to a composition of images which simul-
taneouslyy constitute a composition of narratives (figure 15). De-
pictedd is another Le Petit Journal front page, this time a view on the 
Grandd Palace in Bangkok from the river. The view is partly hidden 
behindd the hand-written page of a diary or letter, representing the 
king'ss writings home during his trip. Overlaying these two images, 
however,, and occupying a large portion of the card is a photograph 
(orr engraving) of King Chulalongkorn. The portrait is different from 
thee 1897 portrait, but shows so many similarities (the same clothing, 
backgroundd and age) with the Robert Lenz photo 'behind' the 1897 
portrait,, that the photograph most likely must have been taken dur-
ingg the same session. In contrast with the 1897 portrait, the king is 
photographedd in profile, and thus, because of the composition of the 
images,, it is as if the king is directing his gaze to Bangkok, to the 
Grandd Palace. The composition tells that wherever the king is, his 
heartt is at home. In order to make the message come across even 
better,, the designer has added a picture of the reverse of a post card 
sentt by the king from Europe, and a littl e photograph of the king 
withh his subjects in a ceremonial setting at home. The greeting card 
iss completed with a drawing of a red rose, 'the king's favourite 
flower.'' Issuing this composition as a greeting card directly ad-

399 Cf. the portrait of King Chulalongkorn and Tsar Nicolas II (see Chapter I The 
Picture'). . 
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dressess social memory, clearly presupposing that the different nar-
rativess to which the composition refers are widely known. 

HighHigh commodities 

Kingg Chulalongkorn New-Year's greeting cards are a good example 
off  how the king's portraits have become mass-produced commodi-
tiess through the cult, and of the mutual reinforcement of the cult and 
thee mass production of images. Every year early November marks 
thee new season of New-Year's greeting cards. Roughly, these cards 
cann be divided in two categories: 'ordinary' New-Year's greeting 
cards,, that is, cards with secular illustrations such as cartoons or 
flowers,, and cards depicting venerated monks, kings, and other 
memberss of the royal family. Of these 'religious' or 'spiritual' sea-
son'ss greeting cards about 50% are cards with portraits of King 
Chulalongkorn.. Why do people send these cards and to whom? 

Att a department store I meet Kai, a hotel employee in his 
earlyy twenties, selecting a huge King Chulalongkorn card 
formm the tray of season's greeting cards.40 He wil l send it to 
hiss former teacher as a sign of respect, as he does every 
year.. Except for a few ordinary cards to far-away friends, he 
doess not send any other New-Year's greeting card. 

Att the post office I meet Mr Suk, a retired lecturer from 
Chulalongkornn University, about to send four King Chu-
lalongkornn cards to some of his former colleagues and 
friendss from the university. He sends them King Chulalong-
kornn cards every year, because they all have worked at Chu-
lalongkornn University, and also because it is respectful to do 
so.. He does not send King Chulalongkorn cards to anybody 
else. . 

Mrr Charoen, a teacher at a vocational college in Chiang 
Mai,, has a framed King Chulalongkorn card on his desk, 
whichh was once sent to him 'by somebody who respects 

40 0 
Contraryy to the 'secular' cards, which are regularly sized, the 'spiritual' cards 

mayy measure up to A3 format, making them a poster more than a post card. 
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him.''  Since the card was a portrai t of King Chulalongkorn, 
hee has decided to have it framed. Mr . Charoen in his turn 
alsoo sends King Chulalongkorn cards, to his parents and to 
otherr  people he respects or  who are in a higher  position (phu 
yai).yai). Others wil l receive common greeting cards from him. 

Anotherr  example are Sombun (see above) and his wife, both 
off  them architects. Since 1991 they have ordered King Chu-
lalongkornn New-Year's greeting cards to send to their 
friends,friends, relatives and business relations. Every time they se-
lectedd a different portrai t of the king. Next to the usual Thai 
andd English Christmas and New-Year's wishes they had 
theirr  names and that of their  company printed on the inside. 
Sombunn told me (in 1997) that the first  year  they had se-
lectedd 'the portrai t of the king printed in a journal when he 
wass in France.'  According to Sombun, to send as well as to 
receivee King Chulalongkorn cards is auspicious, that is why 
itt  is so important for  him to send these cards. Contrary to 
thiss consideration - the auspicious aspect - Sombun sent me 
aa quite common New-Year's greeting card in Western de-
signn in 1998. He had already warned me in advance: due to 
thee economic crisis they could not afford sending the more 
expensivee King Chulalongkorn cards.41 

Too send a King Chulalongkorn card is thus an accepted way for 
one'ss yearly expression of respect towards teachers, bosses or  par-
ents.. It is a commodity which remains restricted to the 'higher' fac-
etss of social life, thus no common commodity. King Chulalongkorn 
cardss are also perfectly fit to send to any customer, because that is 
alwayss respectful. To send these cards is an auspicious deed, and 
mayy contribute to one's own well-being. For  the same purposes a 
widee range of gift articles bearing the king's portrai t is available. 
Goodd examples are wedding mementoes like key rings, pill boxes, 
miniatur ee portraits, and notebooks. Auspicious occasions require 

411 In 1998 a new type of card with a new kind of New-Year's wish was added to 
thee steady repertoire. These cards depict 100, 500 or 1000 Baht bank notes (or 
combinations),, which actually all bear portraits of King Bhumibol. In Thai as 
welll  as in English the receiver plainly is wished 'a lot of wealth' (kho hai ruai). 
Thee economic crisis reinforced the hope of many that their King wil l lead the 
countryy into a new period of prosperity (see further Chapter V). 
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auspiciouss gifts, and also a small token becomes nevertheless some-
thingg 'high' when bearing the king's portrait. In the next case I wil l 
focuss on the portrait of 'the king cooking a meal' to illustrate both 
howw appropriate certain particular King Chulalongkorn portraits are 
ass a gift for certain auspicious occasions, and how commercial, reli-
gious,, and ideological aspects become blended into 'the cult of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn.' 

TheThe portrait of 'the king cooking a meal' 

Somee King Chulalongkorn portraits have become strongly associ-
atedd with particular professions. I already mentioned the popularity 
off  'The Picture' (King Chulalongkorn and the Tsar, see Chapter I) 
amongg diplomats. In a similar vein one wil l frequently see the por-
traitt of 'the king in Cambridge gown' in offices of university lectur-
ers,422 the portrait of 'the king in naval uniform' in the offices of 
navyy officers or with people whose work is in one way or another 
relatedd to ships (see figure 16).43 The ultimate example of a connec-
tionn made between profession and one specific King Chulalongkorn 
portraitt probably is the picture of 'the king cooking a meal.' This 
photographh was taken by one of the royal consorts (Chao Chom Eb) 
att the veranda of Ruan Thon Palace in Bangkok around 1904/1905 
(seee figure 12). She portrayed King Chulalongkorn stirring in a wok 
andd hence this portrait particularly wil l be found in restaurants. Res-
taurantt owner Nui, for example (see above), bought quite a large 
copyy of the picture for his restaurant. According to Nui the power of 
thee portrait is not only to attract customers, but also to make them 
feell  at ease in the restaurant. However, Nui does not feel that the 
latterr power is limited to this particular portrait. 'In fact', he says, 
'alll  portraits of King Chulalongkorn have this capacity of making 
peoplee feel at ease because the king is attractive and charming 
(sane).' (sane).' 

Onn June 25,1907 the king was rewarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Law 
att Cambridge University. 
433 Among navy officers, Krom Luang Chumphon Khet Udomsak (1880-1923) or 
'Sadett Tia,' one of King Chulalongkorn's thirty-three sons and known as the 
'Fatherr of the Royal Thai Navy,' is a more popular object of worship. As Sadet 
Tiaa was Prince of Chumphon, a Southern province, the prince is also venerated in 
thee South of Thailand in particular (see figure 16). 
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Thee portrai t finds its way to restaurants not only because of 
thee owners' initiatives. Friends, relatives and business relations con-
siderr  the portrai t particularl y apt as a gift to a restaurant owner. Toi 
(thee owner  of a small travel agency) told me her  following experi-
ence: : 

II  bought the portrai t [of the king cooking a meal] to give it 
too my friend at the opening of her  restaurant. I thought that 
wouldd be a much better  present than flowers for  instance. 
Laterr  that day, I went to the first floor  of the restaurant and 
theree I saw another  seven copies of the same portrait , all 
presentss for  the opening. Altogether  my friend got eleven of 
thesee portrait s that day. 

Toii  asked her  friend what she was going to do with the portraits, 
whetherr  she was going to sell some of them? 'But no. She was very 
happyy with the portrait s and wanted to keep them all. The restaurant 
wallss are now full y covered with this picture and she also has taken 
aa few home.' 

Thee portrai t of 'the king cooking a meal'  is also to be found 
ass an illustratio n in nostalgic books on Thai food. Thai Kitchen, 
publishedd by the Office of the National Cultur e Commission with 
thee objective 'to give a general picture of traditional Thai kitchen, 
alongg with the cultural context of things related to Thai cooking and 
Thaii  eating habit,'  is illustrated with photographs of authentic 
kitchenn utensils and two copies of 'the king cooking a meal'  portrai t 
(colouringg added).44 The portrai t forms the entry to the book and 
alsoo illustrates the chapter  'Fryin g pan and wide spatula.' 

Obviously,, this photograph also covers a cooking book with 
recipess of King Chulalongkorn's (sadet pho, royal father) favourite 
dishess (Menu Prot Sadet Pho (1997), another  publication of Siam 
Recorder,, see Chapter  I), but also inside the book the portrai t is 
printedd twice. The book is a mixtur e of Thai and European recipes 
(menu),(menu), quotes on food largely taken from the Klai Ban and Sadet 

444 Quotes taken from the Preface (Sombat 2000). The book, a compilation of arti-
cless written for a household and cuisine magazine, was originally published in 
Thai.. The ONCC took the initiative for an English translation to inform 'the pa-
tronss of Thai restaurants' all over the world and 'the countless millions tourists to 
Thailand'' on 'the development of Thai cuisine and the culture of the Thai cuisine 
fromm past to present' (ibid.). 
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PraphatPraphat Ton diaries, and portraits. One of the first pages shows a 
picturee of the king and company having apiknik next to another pic-
turee of the king at lunch in Europe. The introduction describes the 
kingg as a connoisseur (nak chim), as an apt observer (nak sangkhet), 
andd finally, as being a cook (pho khrua) himself who - as the reci-
pess show - also appreciated authentic Thai food (ahan thai thae 
thaethae khong sayam prathet rao ni eng) other  then the court food, 
whichh he became acquainted with on his sadet praphat ton excur-
sions.. Recipes as apple salad (yam luk aepperi), sandwich (saenwif), 
spicyy macaroni (makkaroni phrikphon) and stuffed omelette (pmmi-
letyatletyat sai) show the European influence on the king's taste, as well 
ass his qualities in adapting European food to the Thai taste. Here, 
thee cooking-book fits, and further elaborates on, the narrative of the 
kingg as a traveller, and a selective and adaptive moderniser, who 
alsoo knew to value genuine Thai culture. 

TheThe king's portrait as a marketing instrument 

Howw well the status of commodity and of object of veneration go 
togetherr becomes even clearer when it comes to business gifts. A 
bigg liquor shop in Chiang Mai displays a New-Year's gift from 
Hennessyy Cognac. It is a small statuette of the king, also featuring 
thee brand name. For worshippers of King Chulalongkorn there is a 
clearr connection between Hennessy and the king: just as everyone 
'knows'' that the rose was the king's favourite flower, so also every-
onee 'knows' that he - as a civilised monarch - appreciated a glass 
off  good cognac, especially Hennessy Cognac. Consequently, many 
offeringss to the king's spirit wil l include a glass of cognac.45 The 
importerr of Hennessy Cognac was probably well aware that the 
venerationn for King Chulalongkorn might increase sales, and has 
startedd to distribute King Chulalongkorn business gifts. In this par-
ticularr liquor shop, the statuette has received a respectful, high, 
place.. There it serves as an object expressing veneration for the king 
ass well as an advertisement for Hennessy. For those who believe in 

Thee offering of apples, black coffee, red wine, cigars and Winston cigarettes 
(seee the Introduction) are other examples of the association of the king with 
Europee and modernity. 
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thee powers of the king, the commercial success of the shop is an-
otherr  proof of these powers. 

Thee involvement of the Siam Commercial Bank (Thanakan 
ThaiThai Phanit Chamkat) in the King Chulalongkorn cult also is a 
goodd example of how commercial enterprises attempt to establish a 
publicc linkage with the image of the king by distributin g King Chu-
lalongkornn business gifts and other  objects. The Siam Commercial 
Bankk originated from the first  Siamese banking institution , 'the 
Bookk Club' , which was established in 1904 by Prince Mahit 
Ratchaharithaii  (1865-1907) (Brown 192:93). Prince Mahit was an-
otherr  half-brother  of King Chulalongkorn and is known as the 'Fa-
therr  of Thai Banking.'  In 1996-1997 the Siam Commercial Bank 
celebratedd its 90th anniversary. On January 23, 1996 the bank had a 
largee advertising supplement in The Nation, leaving no doubt about 
itss historical linkage with King Chulalongkorn by opening with: 
'Kin gg Chulalongkorn (Rama V) bestowed a Royal Charter  for  the 
incorporationn of Bank Siam Karmachon Toon Jamkad or  Siam 
Commerciall  Bank Ltd in English on January 30, 1906, the official 
launchingg date for  the first  Thai bank.'  For  the occasion the bank 
distributedd copper  coins, with an image of King Chulalongkorn with 
hiss Royal Emblem as effigy and the name of the bank on the re-
verse,, freely among its account holders. But there also was an op-
portunit yy to buy more exclusive commemorative coins. This series, 
namedd 'Coins Dedicated to the Successes of King Chulalongkorn,' 
consistedd of ten coins, all bearing the same images, but made of dif-
ferentt  metals: the front showing the king in profil e in a Thai uni-
form,, and with the king's signature,46 the reverse showing the king 
fulll  face in western suit with hat and the Notre Dame and Eiffel 
Towerr  in the background. Both portrait s are copies of famous pho-
tographss of the king (see figures 8 and 14). The addition of the sig-
naturee and the background, however, are inventions of the Siam 
Commerciall  Bank.47 With these additions the bank evokes the nar-

Greatt importance is attributed to the signature of King Chulalongkorn. Many 
neww copies of images of the king (especially photographs) are provided with a 
copyy of his signature to emphasise the 'authenticity' of the object (see fron-
tispice).. This may well result from the king's own policy around the use (or de-
liberateliberate non-use) of his different signatures for different persons and 
circumstances. . 
477 The most expensive coin, named 'Gold Swiss Antique' was made of pure gold 
(46.66 grams) and cost 60,000 baht (99 pieces made), the cheapest— described as 
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rativess of the king as a moderniser and of his triumphant visit to 
Europe,, while creating itself a place within this framework. 

Mrs.. Sermsee, owner of a small factory of construction ma-
terials,, has in her office a sepia-hued portrait of the king in a 
woodenn frame. She did not select the portrait herself, but received it 
ass a New-Year's gift from the Siam Commercial Bank in 1995. 
Mrs.. Sermsee: 

Whatt happens is that when I - but such is the case for eve-
ryonee - receive a King Chulalongkorn portrait, I cannot 
throww it away, because being a portrait of the king, it is a 
'highh thing' (khong sung). Furthermore it was already 
framed,, I only had to hang it, so I did. There was no reason 
forr not giving it a place in the office. Had it not been 
framed,, I might have put it in a drawer, but I would never 
havee thrown it away. 

Thee clever move of the Siam Commercial Bank, thus, was to de-
liverr the portrait framed, to enhance its chance of being displayed in 
thee offices of their business relations. Again it serves as an adver-
tisement,, as well as an object expressing veneration: the powers of 
thee king and the quality of the bank's service are both behind the 
successs of the enterprise. 

Usingg King Chulalongkorn portraits in advertising is not re-
strictedd to large or prestigious companies, but a widespread phe-
nomenonn at all levels of trade and industry. Even on the opening 
dayy of a modest noodle shop, the owner may distribute, for instance, 
Kingg Chulalongkorn key rings among his customers. Of course, 
suchh mementoes are auspicious gifts on an auspicious occasion. 
But,, since the receivers cannot but keep the 'high object,' the shop 
keeperr also increases the possibility that his customers wil l remem-
berr his shop in future. 

'polishedd copper' — cost only 250 baht (5,555 pieces made) It is significant that 
thee number made of each coin, according to its value, was 99, 199, 555 or 5,555 
pieces.. This is not accidental as 9 and 5 are considered to be auspicious numbers. 
Thee number 9 is always associated with royalty and rituals, and the number 5 
referss to King Chulalongkorn himself, being Rama V. A similar observation can 
bee made for the prices of the objects offered at the temples in the cases described 
earlier.. Those prices also contain as many 9's as possible: the amount of money 
spentt is a lucky number. 
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ImageImage and myth 

Inn this chapter  we have encountered the image of King Chulalong-
korn,, the general face of the King Chulalongkorn cult, both in the 
formm of mass-products and as unique pieces of craftsmanship. Wor-
shipperss of the king may singularise any particular  portrai t to ex-
presss individual identity and status. In the course of this 
singularisationn process the King Chulalongkorn myth is reworked to 
fitfit  one's own life-story, while simultaneously a person's experi-
encess are reworked to fit  the myth. These personal stories, in their 
turn ,, reinforce and reconfirm the image of the king as it lives on in 
thee social imaginary. 

Inn Benjamin's concept, a portrai t has an aura for  those who 
bothh know the person portrayed and are emotionally involved with 
thiss person. In the context of the King Chulalongkorn cult, it is the 
mythh that provides the contents of 'knowing the person portrayed.' 
Therefore,, a worshipper's emotional involvement actually does not 
concernn the historical king, but rather  the king as a father  for  all 
Thaii  and as a symbol of Thainess, interpreted as 'independence,' 
andd 'as being able to modernise selectively and adaptively.'  This 
observationn is crucial to understanding the potential of portrait s in 
thee King Chulalongkorn cult. Here portrait s appear  not only to con-
nectt  with persons far  away in space or  time. The immediate pres-
encee of King Chulalongkorn through his portrait s also implies a 
simultaneouss and equally immediate appeal to ideas and emotions 
aboutt  Thainess, of which the king has become the epitome, and the 
certaintyy of a caring agency. The potential to appeal immediately to 
strongg emotions reaching beyond the person portrayed makes por-
trait ss such suitable cult objects. And, since any reproduction of a 
portrai tt  renders the same image, this particular  potential makes 
mass-producedd portrait s pre-eminently fit to serve as carriers of a 
masss cult. 

Returningg to the main question of this chapter, the above 
analysiss clarifies why so many Thai want a King Chulalongkorn 
portrait .. Owning a portrai t of the king provides individual worship-
perss with a direct access to a caring patron and to the world of 
Thainess.. Displaying one's King Chulalongkorn portrait s demon-
stratess one's place within this world. Such a portrai t simultaneously 
mayy embody a worshipper's personal reworking of the King Chu-
lalongkornn narratives as well. Nevertheless, this personal dimension 
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remainss restricted to the private sphere, even when the portrai t is on 
publicc display. The portrait s of the king form the general, public 
facee of the King Chulalongkom cult, behind which each individual 
cann elaborate his personal interpretation of King Chulalongkom in 
private. . 
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